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NIR. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEME:rWITHIN, the past few years the
question of the fitness of the

present authorized series of reading
books for the requirements of our
Public Schools has been vigorously
discussed, and the almost unanimous
verdict rendered, that they have out-
lived their usefulness. It is well
known to every thoughtful teacher
that there are many and grave defects
in them, and that they are not well
adapted to our present wants. The
progress of our schools, the inprove-
ment in " methods of instruction," as
well as the general advance in literature
and science, render it necessary that
our reading books should be fully
abreast of the times, both as to the
subject matter of the lessons, and the
manner of presenting it. The im-
provements made in our school-houses
and grounds, the high literary attain-
ments necessary for those who desire
to become teachers, and the profes-

An Address deliv.red beror. the W.ntworth
Teachers' Association.

4

sional training required from all can-
didates for teacher's certificates, de-
mand a correspondingly high standard
in our text-books, especially. in the
readers, otherwise, how can the im-
proved methods of teaching illustrated
and enforced in our Normal and
Model Schools be carried into effect ?
In every calling and business of life
good work can only be done with
proper appliances, how then can it be
done in the school-room without them?
To me it seems to be the necessary
complement to this age of marvel-
lous progress and ceaseless activity,
that our schools be thoroughly equip-
ped for the great work of education.
We are blind to our best interests if,
from motives of false ecomony, we al-
low any but the best books to be used.
It is not desirable that changes should
be made for the sake of change, but
when it be found by practical experi-
ence that any book is defective, it
should at once be superseded by one
that more fully meets our wants.
The path of learning is steep and
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rugged enough without having any
artificial hindrances placed in the way.
Hurdles may do very well in a hurdle
race, but they are sadly out of place
in the race for knowledge. L.et us
then have the way nade as smo >th
as possible, especially to those who
are enterng the race for the first
time.

That we are fully ready for a change,
is, I believe, very generally admitted,
and I hiail with pleasure the advent
of a new series of readers. Two
series have been authorized and a
third one likely to be ; the all impor-
tant question is, which shall we adopt ?
In discussing this question I do not
propose becoming the special advo-
cate of any one of the series now
before the public. We have special
pleading enough in the circulars, ad-
vertisements and pamphlets issued
by rival publishing houses without
those belonging to the profession
entering the arena and becoming
special agents for any publishing-
house, no matter how well they may
be paid for their services. I regret
very much to learn that there are
those, who, forgetting or ignoring the
dignity of their work and the honour
of their position, have allowed them-
selves to become agents and have
used their influence, outside of its
legitimate sphere, in introducing a
particular series of reading books.
I feel that some of our leading
teachers and inspectors have perhaps,
unwittingly, it may be, allowed their
names to be used in recommending
every text book issued, whether in
the interests of education or not.
Perhaps the public will learn in time
to place as little value upon these
testimonials as they do those puffing
patent medicines. If these books do
not possess sufficient merit to be in-
troduced without all this puffing, it
it might be advantageous to our
schools to do without them. One
has only to read these very flattering

letters of approval, and compare thei
with the books thcy praise, to learn
that the writer did not carefully C\
-vmine these books, or simjply wrote .
co:nmendatory letter as an acknow%
ledgment that he had received a
copy of the books gra/s. ''hat these
thir zs should be so is a matter of re.
gret. that they are so is a matter of
f:. l.Howcver muuch we nay depre
cate ti-is indis<riminate pufling of
books, yet it is the privilege and (luty
of every one connected with our edu-
cational system, cspecially those en-
gaged in the practical work of the
school-room, to discuss the principles
upon which our text-hooks should be
based, and to point out any defects
observed in them.

With this object in view I propose
discussing certain principles which in
my opinion should form the ground-
work of our reading books. But you
may ask, What are we to understand
by principles ? It is not necessary
for me to give a technical definition
of the word, but simply to say that I
mean, first of all, the mechanical exe-
cution of the books; secondly, the
adaptation of the selections to the
wants of our Public Schools, and
lastly, the sentiments conveyed or the
lessons taught by such selections.
In the mechanical execution of the
book there are several points that re.
quire attention. Of these I may
mention the quality of the paper used,
the style and class of binding, the
size of the type, the p:oof-reading, the

i character and class of illustrations,
and the general appearence of the
page. The paper should be of good
quality and of a tint that will be the
least injurious to the eye ; the type
should be of suitable size, properly
spaced, and leaving a clear and dis-
tinct impression. Every page, es-
pecially of the readers, with blurred or
defective printing should be rigidly
excluded from the make up of the
book. The style of binding should
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be ricat and tastefuîl, so as to attract
rather than repel, while the quality
%houlfId unite strength with durability.
Thouîsc who purchase school-hooks
have a practical acîaîintance with

ie timsy nature of the binding of
sone of them, and juîstly complain of
the smalI value they receive in return
for the noney cepended. Careful
proof-reading is indispensable, for
nîthmig is mare annoving to the
tea< her, or more perplexing to the
pupils, than to ind sentence:, diffring
in construction ; words used in one
ediuon that are not in another, and
some of these incorrectly spelled. In
our prescnt Readers these defects are
altogether too )rominent, and the
utmost caution should bc exercised
on these points in sclecting a new
series.

Another feature in the mechanical
work that should receive careful con-
sideration is the character and class
of illustrations. Children who sec
none but high-class engravings, or
superior works of art, unconsciously
form a correct taste, and learn to
appreciate the good, the true and the
beautiful in nature and art. In and
around the school-room -verythiug
should be neat and tasteful and the
illustrations in the text-books should
form no exception to this rule. These
should be of a high order of artistic
ment, and apt in illustrating the
subicct matter of the lessons. The
general appearance of the page,
though not of the same importance as
somie other features of the mechani-
cal work, is yet worthy of attention.
Some please the eye as you look at
them, while others, to say the least of
then, are by no means attractive.
Good taste should be shown in ar-
ranging the paragraphs, placing the
illustrations, and giving a symmetri-
cal form to the whole page. Now
that we are to have a new series of
readers, the opportunity presents it-
self of rising to a higher level both in

regard to style and quality. The
general standing of the community,
in regard to wcalth, is such that we
should have a class of school books
that are attractivt in appearance,
strong and durable in workmlanship,
and worthy of the high position our
eduîcational system occupies aniong
thosc of the iost advanced nations of
the world.

TFhere arc, however, other consider-
ations that challenge our attention in
determining the value of a series of
reading books. One of these is their
adaptation to the wants of our Public
Sclools, for without this none should
find a place among our text-books. It
is true that some very excellent books
have been prepared for other coun
tries, but I have grave doubts as to
their fitness for our schools, even after
they have been relabilitated. I an
frce to confess that I cannot sec the
necessity for going abroad for what we
can produce as well, if not better, at
home, nor have I any sympathy with
that feeling that prefers the produc-
tions of other countries to those of our
own. It is, however, an unpleasant
reflection upon our boasted educa-
tional progress that Canadian enter-
prise and Canadian talent are unable
to cope with the difliculties of pre-
paring a series of readers that shall
reflect credit upon our school-system,

i and be in accord with the spirit of our
institution.
• To have any series of readers pro-
perly adapted to the wants of our
schools, it is necessary that both
books and lessons be carefully graded.
Before discussing this question, it
might be well to consider the number
of books that should constitute a
series. Most of those that I have
examined consist of five books, while
some have six. I can see no real
necessity for more than four, especi-
ally for our Public Schools. Admis-
sion to the High Schools, on the une
hand, and the large number of the
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classes to be heard daily in our rural
schools, on the other, render It almost
imperative that the fourth should be
the highest. The flfth scems un-
nccessary unlcss reading is made com-
pulsory in Iligh Schools, which I
think would be decidedly advantage-
ous to the' pupils. If this werc donc,
then the fifth reader should be spci-
ally adapted for teaching elocution
and the higher departnents of exprcs-
sive rcading. You are douhtless
aware that there arc but very few
schools that have what may fairly be
called a tifth form. Pupils who finish
the work for the fourth form cither
pass into the High School or lcave
to enter the active duties of life. It,
thereforc,scens evident that no iatter
how good the flfth book may be, it can
scarcely be considered as one of the
series-certainly not an important
one. lence, our work lies almost
excisively with the first four books.

In order to determine whether the
books and lessons are properly graded,
it wili lbe necessary to enquire what
objects should be kept in view in
their preparation. ''ie answer cvi-
dently will be, to make good readers
and furnish useful information. But
some may ask, What is good reading ?
By good reading I mean that the
sense of the passage as intended by
the author shall be clearly expressed,
in a fluent manner, but without tlip-
pancy; that the voice shall benaturalin
its tone, and the words properly enun-
ciated and correctly pronounced.
When a pupil can do this well, with-
out any aid from the teacher, he may
fairly be called a good reader. That
a large number of the children in our
Public Schools are poor readers is a
matter to be deplored, and we may
may well ask, why is this so ? One
cause is-and it is an important one-
that the reading books now used are
not well adapted for making good
readers, either by the selections they
contain or by any hints or suggestions

given in regard to tcaching reading
Another is thit too little attention is

paid to this work in the primary
classes, and I nay add that in too
many cases it is neglected in the
higher forms.

A third reason that may be as
signed is that parents in too manv
instances fail to provide the children.
when at lome, with suitable reading
matter. I am not disposed to lay all
the blame for poor rcading upon our
teachers, nor upon ourschool system,
for there are those who will never
read well, owing to some defect in
their voice, or from want of mental
ability. Our schools are not intended
to take the places of home, nor our
teachers to assume the responsibility of
parents. There are many of the lat
ter who think, or at least who act,
as though their parental duties were
at an end when their children are
sent to school. What is wanted at the
present time is that parents shall feel
the responsibility of their positions
and act accordingly, not only in re-
gard to reading and furnishing read-
ing matter, but ,in regard to many
other things connected with the well-
fare of their children. If then we
are right in assuming that the proper
grading of the lessons must corres-
pond to and be in harmony with the
principles that underlie the niost ap-
proved methods of instruction, it fol-
lows that a correct exposition of these
principles will necessarily give us the
true principle of grading both books
and lessons. It is now generally con-
ceded that the word-method based
upon truc phonic principles is best
adapted for making good readers.
Pupils should learn the letters as they
learn the names of objects, incident-
ally. The vocabulary of children
upon entering school is necessarily
limited to the names of familiar ob-
jects and words used in ordinary con-
versation. The words selected then
for the first lessons should be limit-
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,(d to thosc with which the child is
wcll a <pîainted, and should rontain

nh ie power of carh letter useld.
i hi principc should cxtend entircly

throuigh the primer and until each
Iti er l.s been introduced. I heleve
We Crr Im i ntroduîcing new diticuities
too soon. It is better to thoroughly
moaster the first and simplest tcps
before procceding to more diflicult
combinations. What is reqî.ired is
constatnt practice in reading. and this
practice should be linitcd to the
words already learned. If our prim-
ers contained more lessons for prac-
tire, and the more diticult combina-
tions were not introduced until a
later stage, [ bclieve we should sec
a narked improvement in reading.
Of course new words must be learned
fromu time to time, b let them be as
few as possible, and of the simplest
form. When new words arc intro-
(iuccd, they should be placed at the
commencement of the lessons and
the pupils thoroughly drilled upon
then until they can be correctly
named at sight.

Having thus briefly sketched the
manner of teaching words, let us
turn our attention to the sentence.
Phrase reading should be practiced
from the tirst, or ;s soon as the pupil
can name a sufficient number of words
at sight to enable the teacher to form
a phrase or sentence from the words
already learned. Sentences when
formed should be plain, direct state-
ments. Inverted or moderately com-
plicated sentences should not be
ntroduced until the pupil is well ad-

vanced in the Second Book, and even
then it is better to adhere somewhat
closely to the direct statement. By
thi,, I do not mean to exclude all
imperative, interrogative or exclama-
tory sentences, but only those that
are more or less involved in their
structure. Those of a more difficult
nature may be introduced in the
selections for the Third Book, while

the Fourth should rontain sen,
tenres of the highcst rhrtornca-il
finish. Sentences that are olbscure in
thicr neaning, or that contain olso
lete words, or quotations from foreign
langiages. should he rigidly excluded.
The best literary style. hoth in regard
to purity of thought and beautv ot
diction, shouild mark cv:'ry sclertion,
and nothing of (oubtifl propricty
should be allowed. I confess that I
have littie sympathy with that class
of literature known a7 " Nurserv
Rhymcs " finding a place in our
readers. In the wealth of our F.r.g-
lish literature selections can be made
that will at once be attractive ani in-
structive. Some of these rhymes
m.y amuse children, but I have
gi - doubts as to their utility in our
school books, and an strongly per-
sua(1 2d that they should be relegated
to their proper sphere, the nursery.
Children, as a rule, have a strong
desire for knowledge, and in many
ways seek to gain new ideas. If any
evidence of this is required, watch
the eagerness with which they examine
any new object presented to them and
the iany questions they ask concern-
ing anything that attracts their atten-
tion or interests thcm. Let us tien
foster this desire by furnishing new

i thoughts, awakening a fresh interest
in their work and supplying food for
the mind. Simplicity of language
does not imply childishness of
thought, nor does it follow that child-
ren, because they are children, must
be given the mental pabulum that
simply amuses infants. Our school
readers should be repositories of
noble and elevated thoughts, clothed
in chaste and elegant language, and
the rising generation will be the bet-
ter for it.

Before leaving this portion of my
subject, I shall offer a remark or two
concerning the questions, explanatory
notes and other lesson helps that are
intended as aids in preparing the
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lcson. It lias alrcady been men-
tioned that aIl new and dithcult words
should le arr.ingcd in column% at the
licad of tlie lesson, as excrcics in
pýrotnniation.iand enumi lition.The
words shouîld be properly syllabied,
and thr pronuîncirotion md-.itcd bv
SRllnple diarriti'ai mark s. Thei pro-
priety of appendng a set of questions
to cach lesson is of loultful value.
Too niich assistance is dletriiient.il
v.ther than lncial. Somcthing
should b>c lcft for the pupil to master,
so as to form habits of thought and
inqcuiry. Selfrelhance nceds to be
cultivated, and the proper prcpara-
tion of the lesson should act as a stimu-
lant to mental effort, rather than as a
hindrance. Ilints and suggestions
as to the best nethods of teathing
rcading, both as to the mianner of ex-
pressing the thought and of under-
standing the meanng of the passage,
are preferable to having sets of ques-
tions preparcd for each lesson. O
it miglit b>c advisable to have one or
more model lessons in which full ex-
planations are given regarding the
mianner of explaining the lesson and
the method of asking questions. To
these a full set of questions might
be appended to serve as models for
the guidance of the teacher. Notes
and explanations relating to any lis-
torical, geographical or biographical
reference should forni an appendix
to cach lesson. .\nd in these care
should be exercised not to give any
help that the pupil can obtain for
himself with a little -xertion. Iln
these notes attention ight very,
properly be called to any pecubarnty
in the structure of a sentence or the
use of a word, but I doubt the pro-
pricty of devoting much time or at-
tention to either technical analysis or
parsng.

There is another principle to be
considered before I close this addrcss,
and that is the sentiments contained
in the selections, or the lessons they

are expccted b tcarn. Thesc arc of
grcater iipor'ance than thosc already
dhi'issel. 'ac MI inister of .dura-
cation in his report of the Public
Schools for iX.S, gives the nmber
of pupiis of ail ages in at-tendance
as ;7 6,26, ancd a , , aucnding
the Iligh Schools and Collegiate
insîtitutcs. ( )f those attentcing our
Public Schiols, over nincty-scvcn per
cent. were cnrolled in the first four
c-Iasse-,Icavingless than threc per cent.
in the ifth and sixth forrs. If Io these
wle add the nuilber attending the
IlIigh Schools and Collegiate Institu-
tes, we find that tess than six per
cent. arc stidyinig subjects higher
than those prescribed for the fourth
class. It is therefore quite evident
that a very large iajority of young
people acquire almost, if not quite,
aIl their sc!holastic training in the
first four ci (sses of our Public Schools.
'l'is being the case, it is quite evi-
dlent we cannot be too careful in ex-
amining closely each selection that
finds a place in our school readers.
The sentiments expressed throughout
the different selections should breathe
a spirit of pure niorality, give noble
views of life, and call into action the
the higher faculties of our nature.
In ýzhort, thyshould!, insti! into the

mind of every child that,

1.ife has inport monre inspiring
Than the fancies of their youth,

It has ' opes as high as heaven,
It has labour, it has truth.

Il has wrongs that may be rghted,
Noble deeds that nay be done,

Its. great hattles are »-.fought,
lis great triumphs ace unwon.'

Nor is this aIl. They should be
distinctively Canadian in sentiment.
Our neighbours across the line are
wiscr in thii respect than we, for they
have given to ail their text-books a
tune peculiarly Anerican. Let us
follow their exaiole and have our
books really and truly Canadian.
When I say Canadian, I do not mean
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that a lcson here and there is to be
dovetailcd into the hooks. to give
thcm a scml)lance ofheng Canadian.
Ncithcr (10 I belheve that Indian
leends, stories of m. .. y herocs who
have (lied on Canaian soll, nor even
'ke:<hes of battlcs that have becn
hought, are suthcient to entitle thcn
to be called Canadian. Surelv the
.;7(,)Oo boys and girls in our Pubhlc
Schools shouhl lcari something more
about their native land than the
siphIle fact that our country wasat onc
time the thcatrc of war between the
Inglsh and the French, and ait

a.nother, bctween the F.nglsh and the
Anericans. Somcthing more is re-
qured. WVhat shall it be ? Have wc
not almost illimitable forests? Arc
not our mines practically exhaust-
less ? Is not our soil as fertile as any
in the world ? And our climate, has
it any superior ? Do not our waters
abound in fish and ou: forests with
game ? Is not the sccnery of the St.
Lawrence, the Muskoka region and
the upper Lakes as fine as any in the
world ? Have we not municipal and
and educational institutions that com-
pare fa"orably with those of older
countries ? to say nothing of our
manufactures, our commerce and the
various industries scattered through-
out the different Provinces. And
yet, if we turn over the pages of our
authorized reading books, do we And
any of these subjects presented with
a fair degree of fulness ? Are they
not more conspicuous by their ab-
sence than by their presence ? The
great majority of our children finish
their education in our Public Schools,
and I can see no reason why they
should not be taught more concerning
our own country, its resources and
capabilities than has yet been done.
I have unbounded faith in its future,
but I cannot help feeling that the
publishers and editors of our school
hooks have overlooked many things
that are of very great value to us as

('anadians. There is certanlv room
for improvement in this direction.
To meet otr present ants. less
cxplaminng the nature and ftnctiors
of our municipal institutions :ad ,ur
local and federal l'arliaments should
find a pl.re in our books. I n short,
our children should Ie taught to
know how we are govcrncd, how
and for w't purpose taxe% are col-
lecrted, and how justice is adminis-
tered. These matters arc of great
iractical value tu the your.g, and
when treated of in a general way, can
he easily understood. This is Ten-
dered necessary by our system of
local self-government. "oon these
boys and girls will enter upon the
active duties of life, an- it must be
apparent to every thoughtful per-
son that it is better to have (hem
understand th, things than to iave
their minds filled with much that
now finds a place in our reading
books.

The leading thought in the pre-
paration of these books secms to be
to make literary men and women of
our children, or to fit them for some
of the learned professions. Ve are
too miuch influenced by examinations
and too little by the necessities of our
every day life. Our reading books
deal too much with the things of the
past. There is an idea quite pre-
valent that, for a person to be con-
sidered reasonably well educated,
he must have an intimate knowledge
of the language and history of Greece
and Rome, no matter how ignorant
he may be of those of his own
cou ntrv, and of his duties as a citizen.
The pursuit of this knowledge may be
very pleasant and attractive for those
who have the means and inclination
to pursue it, but for the children of
the workingnan, and the farmer,
sonething of a more practical nature
is required. Some of the things I
have already mentioned should be
taught in our Public Schools, and this
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can be done most effectively by
having selections bearing upon these
points placed in our reading books.
Lessons on temperance, hygiene and
science might very profitably be in-
troduced. But some one may say
the introduction of these things will
make bur books too cumbrous and
expensive. This does not necessarily
follow. There are now many lessons
that might be struck out, and our
children would not suffer intellectually
by their absence. In this way the
books need not necessarily be in-
creased in size or price.

In conclusion, permit me to say
that I have by no means exhausted
this subject, but have simply given
you my views concerning some points
of the most important educational
topic that bas come up for discussion
for many years. I have tried to look
at it impartially, and in the interests of
our Public Schools, believing that
their interests and theirs alone, should
be paramount in deciding which

series shall be adopted in this country.
To those who may be called upon to
assist in making a selection I may say
that I should very much like to see
only one series authorized in this
country, and that whatever reading
books may be adopted, that every
teacher and every Trustee Board will
see that none others are allowed to be
introduced. It is not necessary for
me to say more, but simply to ask you
to consider carefully the following
points: (i) The mechanical work of
the books; (2) their adaptation to the
wants of our Public Schools; (3) that
the selections shall be of high literary
merit; and (4) that they shall be
distinctively Canadian. I firmly be-
lieve in these principles, and trust
they will commend themselves to your
judgment. If a wise selection is
made, I look forward hopefully to the
prosperity of our schools, and believe
the community at large will cheerfully
sustain them and take a deeper interest
in their welfare.

ELEMENTARY TRAINING IN OUR SCHOOLS.

BY MISS M. A. ROBINSON, MODEL SCHOOL, BRADFORD, ONT.

IN these days of highly advanced
learning, of High Schools and

colleges, of examinations, and news-
papers to tell of the result of these
examinations, when the object of the
great majority seems not to be to
obtain the possession of a store of
solid and useful knowledge, but simply
to gain a notoriety for superiority,
whether merited or unmerited, we are
apt to give more attention to that
which, apparently, will give the quick-
est and best returns, to build a fine
superstructure, while neglecting to see
if the foundation be sound, or in other
words to cram and drill the senior
pupil at the expense of the junior.

It is a fact, that in far too many cases
a great part of the educated, as well
as the ignorant portion of the popu-
lation, judge of a teacher's capacity
and standing, by the number of pupils
he manages to literally shove through
an examination. This, it is needless
to say, is a very poor criterion, but, as
it is one very generally accepted, it
must necessarily have a great effect
on the teacher's plan of working. For,
as it is to the senior and most talented
pupils that he must look to secure
him this reputation, he, of course,
is naturally tempted to give an undue
share of his time and attention to
these not favoured, but favouring few.
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.\gin, there may bc another rea-
son for thuts ncglet<ing hIe less ad-
VAnCed pupils. ly e t lh time a yoing
m.in has onplctcd the prescribed
ouirse of high .choo stiudies and
aii.nations, he lias aquire a tastc

fo r the higher subjects and a more
elevatcd hne of thought. I Ie enters
On his teaching career with thorght
.nl fecling as far removcd from those
Of the child he i% em ployed to teach as
arc the branches of the (ofty oak
fromi the tiny shoot just sjprnging into
cxistence at its rot. And, hv this
icans, we can determine the character

of the tcacher. Il has bccn said, and
juîstiy too, that the teacher's is a noble
callmng, second only to that of the
ministry, but it depends on its follow-
crs whcther they thus pronote it.
lofty aim. or use il for their personal
.ggrandizcment. If the teacher think
only of his own selfish ends, and
follows whithcr his desires and sym-
pathics would lcad him, he of course
gics most prominence to those sub-
jccts and classes, that accord best
with his taste and expcrience.
Whereas, if he give to the junior
pupils, the attention that their wants
re<pure, he must be of that self-sacri-
ticng type which our profession de-
mand;.

It is a mistaken idea that any one
can teach children. If we examine
our graded schools, we find invariably
that tc.ichers of advanced pupils re-
ceive much higher salaries than those
of younger o:es. And thoseteachers,
as a rulc, are better qualhfied and are
hetteren:itled to receive highersalaries.
Ibit should this be so ? Is it a more
diticult natter to teach theseadvanced
pupils, than those to whom the world
(f knowledge is just beginning to re-
eal its mysterious depths? The un-

tramned, inexperienced teacher knows
but comparatively littie of the nature
of chuidren, and is, therefore, but :Il
qualified to teach them. The instruc-
tor of chilcren must understand the

order n which the different intcllectual
powers coime into full at.ivity that
ir't the perceptive powers are awakcn
cd, then memorv, thcn reason -and.
in order to 'e sîccess, he muust at
aIl times e < onform to this order in his
instruction. lic musit not a;ppr.1 to
a mental power which is not %et ful1y
awakenci, for, in su< h a case, the
mnd wuil lbe misurcd, and failurc will
ensue. Then, one mcthodl I wIl not
suit ail chidren. The teacher must
use different modes of itcatmernt for
the varicd tastcs and dispositions
whirh the rhildren will exthilit.

I)uring the pupils early years, the
aim of the teac<her should be simply
to awaken a desire for knowlcdgc, and
show them how to acquire *t, not t
cram tlem with farts, as is ton often
the case, treating the mind as a re-
me"ibering, and not as a thinking
substance. It is not the number of
facts rcad or expouinded, or even re-
mcmbered, but the power toapprchend
these facts and their various relations,
which constitutes the ideal of truc
teaching. Wc should aim to secure
to our pupils as much mental training
as possible, so that having aroused
their activity of thought, having led
tihem to the source of knowledge, thev
maydrink therefrom, and that they may
feel that to ther own exertions, wlil
be mainly lue their incrcasing know-
ledge. And those pupils who on
account of poverty, orother misfortune,
are obliged to leave school at an carly
age will have received a stimulus
sufficient to excite them to further
study, to self-improvement and to love
knowledge for is own sake.

The teacher of the newly awakened
mind of childhood is he who stand-
ing at the fountain-head of a mighty
river, holds in bis hands the power
to effectually dam its progress, to
divert it from .ts natural channel, or
to guide it in its just and proper course,
while he who is appointed to the post
of so-called superior instructor, is like
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the tributaries which, in their mighty
onward course, administer to the
wants of the river, but are only sub-
servient to the inighty principle gener-
ated in its earlier stages.

But some doubting one may say,
"lDo not those pupils, studying the
more advanced subjects, of necessity
need teachers that are better educated
than those who have not yet mastered
the rudiments ? " If, by education, is
meant a sound professional training,
and a thorough insight into, and un-
derstandim;', of, child nature, I answer,
yes; but ii, as it is meant in thecommon
acceptation of the term, mere liter-
ary acquirements, I dissent entirely.
If a young man after a thorough course
at High School, and after successfully
passing the examinations on the cur-
riculuni, has not enough book know-
ledge to reach the highest class in our
Public Schools, he should not presume
to enter the profession; and would
be no more successful in a junior
division, than in a senior one, unless,
as is sometime: the case, he has a
great aptitude for imparting instruc-
tion. Besides, it is a fact which the
observant person cannot fail to have
noted, that the best scholar does not
always make the best teacher.

Then again, the pupil in the ad-
vanced stages, is in a far less degree
dependent on the teacher, than is his
younger brother. With such a mag-
nificent array of text books, as is
supplied for our Canadian schools, a
boy who from his infancy has been
trained to search into the cause and
effect of everything, not to accept a
thing as correct unless his judgment
approve of it, will need a teacher's
careful guidance c aly to lead his foot-
steps onward in his wisdom-seeking
venture, lest he turn aside out of the
path which he has thus far success-
fully trodden. But he must not for
one moment suppose that knowledge
is conflned to books, or that it has
even its source there. The book is

but an artificial reservoir; the fountain,
the source, lies outside in the great
field of nature. Too often, the pupils
are allowed to depend entirely on the
book, the teacher becomes a mere
hearer of lessons, and almost the onlv
faculty ot the child which is called
into play is that of memory, while
reasoning and observation are suffered
to lie dormant.

This has been true in many cases
in the past, but it bas been remedied
to a very great extent of late years..
In most of our Model and Public
Schools, the teachers of the higher
departments are found to be compe-
tent and efficient men, who, by their
long course of training and teaching,
have become acquainted with the
principles that underlie all methods
of instruction. They reflect honour
on their profession, and do credit
to themselves. But, undoubtedly,
there will always be teachers of differ-
ent grades ; and this difference will
consist more in the professional train-
ing, in natural talents, than in literary
attainments. Then, let the superior
teachers take those positions where
the responsibility is greatest, where
the influence exerted is most lasting
and most powerful, and where in as
the case of elementary training, the
methods employed affect, not only
the present progress of the pupils,
but, to a great extent, decide their
whole life career. And, as a matter
of course, these teachers who have
undergone the best course of training,
had the longes* experience, and pos-
sess the greatest aptitude to teach,
should receive the highest remunera-
tion for their services, and vice versa.

Of course, to accomplish all this,
although some of our leading educa-
tionists have given utterance to these
san1e ideas, still, public opinion must.
in this particular, be to a vast extent
revolutionized ; but reform is a watch-
word of our generation, and results
wonderful and unexpected are daily
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being realized. The whole system of
education is making progress, notwith-
standing the many obstacles it has
to encounter.

And the inevitable result of this
reforn will be the enlightenment
of the niasses ; for when the indi-
vidual realizes that lie possesses
withîii liimself the power to build up
his own education, and that for it he
is not dependent on ulterior circum-
stances, we shall see the population
at large become a thinking, reasoning
people, who shall follow the dictates
of their judgment, rather than be
guided by impulse and prejudice.

And this, in the language of Shake-
speare, is "a consunmation devoutly
to be wished." For,on the cultivation
of the intellectual faculties, coupled
with the harmonious development of
the moral nature, depends, to a vast
extent, the true and lasting prosperity
of the state Though the country's

coffers overflow with wealth, though
.her resources be unlimited, and her
people rejoice in the blessing of
liberty, however saiubrious her cli-
mate, and fertile her soil, yet, if the
people who throng her cities and who
cultivate her farms, be lacking in
those qualities that ennoble and re-
fine, all her advantages, both physical
and political, will not elevate her to
the true dignity of national great-
ness.

So, as it is the people who must
exalt a nation, of what immense im-
portance is it, then, that the masses
be educated. Then let us devote our-
selves to our work with renewed
energy, and patriotic zeal, !et us em-
ploy every means in our power for the
attainment of our grand and noble
aim, resting assured that, by the
thorough education of the youth of
our land, we are laying the foundation
stone of our future greatness.

LETTERS FROM A CANADIAN STUDENT ABROAD.

Il. PARIS TO BERLIN.

Berlmn, Oct. 23, 18?3.
Mi DEAR B.,-

T HERE are perhaps eight to ten
Lycées in Paris. They corres-

pond to the Gymnasia of Germany,
or rather both to these and to the
" Realschulen," for there are generally
two divisions in each ; one preparing
for professions, and paying the chief
attention to classics, and the other
teaching chiefly mathematics and the
natural sciences. As is the case in
Germany, so with these schools; they
give an education equal in many
respects to that given by our best
universities. The pupils very gener-
ally in the Lycées-rather very many
of thein-on leaving take the degree
of Bachelier ès Lettres or Bachelier

ès Sciences. So a very large number
of the university students have already
a degree when beginning to attend
lectures. There are in Paris a number
of higher municipal schools, chiefly
intended for those intending to enter
commerce or manufactures. The
tuition in them is free, but the admis-
sion is now competition, the best
pupils from the public schools enter-
ing. I am afraid these few fragmen-
tary hints about the schools will not
give you much insight into their work-
mng.

I must not forget to say a word
about the libraries of Paris. Abun-
dant facilities are afforded the student
for study. Adjoiuiing the Sorbonne-
which has also a library for the stud
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-- is the Bibliothèéque de St. Geneviève,
containing about K50,000 volumes.-
It has a large well-lighted and well-
heated room, and is open to all dur-
ing the day, and in the cvening. Then
there are two others-Bibliothèque
Majarin, and de l'Arsenal, each of
300,000 tO 400,000 volumes, free also.
The Biblioth'que Nationale, which
contains two million volumes, and
is the largest in the world, has a
public reading-room, and a large
working-room ; the latter is reserved
for those engaged in special work.
There are also other libraries, but
these will show that Paris is lavishly
supplied in that respect. I enjoyed
my stay in Paris, i.e., on looking back,
perhaps, my feelings are warmer
towards it, than often I felt wiiile
dwelling there. The people are too
volatile and pleasure-loving to suit
me. And yet I would not willirigly
give up my six months experience
there. Nancy was the only other
city in France I visited, and I only
stopped over there a couple of days.
During August and up to the middle
of September I was travelling with
J. A. H., who is now studying theology
here, and was an old Canadian and
university friend. We tramped Switz-
erland for two weeks, doing a great deal
of walking, and seeing some of the
finest points of view in that land of
mountains, lakes, and streams. On
leaving it we took a roundabout way
of reaching here. We touched at
Augsburg, Salzburg, Munich, and
sailed down the Danube to Vienna.
In Munich we spent several days, and
were much interested in its great art
treasures, for in that respect it has no
rival but Dresden. It is a great city
for beer. In 1878 of the twenty-five
millions of beer manufactured there,
about tw.nty7c- milo -:.r dunký

there, making probably zoo gallons
for each man, woman and child. Yet
one does not observe anydrunkenness,
though beer gardens are everywhere.

In Vienna, we spent several days. It
is a very handsome city. A magniti-
cent building is just being erected for
its university, which is one of the
largest in Europe. Last year it had
4,099 matriculated students attending,
while Berlin had 4,062, and Leipzig
4,097, counting also, however, those
who attended lectures merely as
hearers. Berlin had the largest
number, viz., 5,158. Vienna is the
greatest medical institution, having
almost twice as many studying in that
line as were to be found elsewhere,
in any one university. On our way
north from Vienna, we sopped a few
hours at the old historical city of
Prague, and thence passed on into
the mountainous part of Saxony. We
tramped very pleasantly for two days
in the Saxon Switzerland, and sailed
down the Elbe to Dresden, where we
spent several days. It is a very fine
city, rivalling Munich in its art trea-
sures. I then boarded in a private
family in Leipzig for several weeks
pegging away at my German, trying
to speak, but finding it hard enough
work. One has not to spend long on
the continent before becoming rather
disgusted with his acquirements in
modems. Something seems to be
radically wrong in the system of teach-
ing French and German, when we
can study them for years, without
ever speaking them at all. They are
taught and learned as are the dead
languages, Latin and Greek. Well !
there is nothing for it now but to
work away, reading, committing, lis-
tening to lectures, speaking when one
can muster up enough courage to ex-
pose his bad German. I rather liked
Leipzig. The country about is very
flat and not fertile. Still it has pretty
walks, especially a wide boulevard
CxteLdLL aiound the main town.
Though only there three weeks I had
to show myself at the Police Office,
show my passport, and answer any
questions they chose to put to me.
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The university is an old-looking build-
ing in the centre of the city, sur-
rounded by shops, and anything but
academical looking. Bookstores and
printing-offices abound in Leipzig. It
was the time of the " messe " or fair,
which is held three times in the year,
and at which a great deal of all kinds
of merchandise is sold. I chose
Berlin as my university, and hope to
take also a s2mester in Leipzig. I
am settled down in regular student's
fashion, and rent my room from the

" Frau," who attends to it, and gives
me coffee morning and evening.
Then I get dinner at a restaurant. I
underwent the imposing ceremony of
matriculation on Monday, and am
once more a uaiversity student.
Lectures arm just commencing, and I
can hardly tell you yet anything-defi.
nite about them. I expect to take ai
least two semesters in Germany. I
should like to take a degree here, but
may not be able to spare time for
that. T. W.

LIFE AND WORK OF DARWIN.

BY GEO. ACHESON, M.A., TORONTO.

(Continuedfron page 9.)

A CURIOUS breed of cattle is de-scribed as occurring in the Pro-
vince of Banda Oriental. The nâta
or niata cattle, he says, " appear ex-
ternally to hold nearly the same
relation to other cattle, which bull or
pug dogs do to other dogs. Their
forehead is very short and broad,
with the nasal end turned up, and
the upper lip much drawn back;
their lower jaws Droject beyond. the
epper, and have a corresponding up-
ward curve ; hence their teeth are
always exposed. Their nostrils are
seated high up, and are very open ;
their eyes project outwards. When
walking they carry their heads low,
on a short neck, and their hinder
legs are rather longer compared with
the front legs than is usual. Their
bare teeth, their short heads, and
untim.i nstri glve them the most
ludicrous self-confident air of defiance
imaginable." This breed is sup-
posed to have originated less than
zoo years ago among the Indians
south of the Plata, and is a very true

one, a niata bull and cow invariably
producing niata calves. A cross with
common cattle produces offspring
having intermediate characters, but
with the niata character strongly
marked.

Among other curious and inter-
esting observations, such as those
relating to aëronaut spiders, causes
of the extinction of organic beings,
sense of sight and smell in condors,
the remarkable lizard Amblyrhynchus
found in the Galapagos Archipelago,
etc., I will only notice his descrip-
tion of the Fuegians. After casting
anchor in the Bay of Good Success,
a party was sent to communicate
with the natives, a number of whom
had collected on the shore. He
says, regarding this : " It was, with-
out exception, the most curious and
mltereLung spectacie I ever beheld.
I could not have believed how wide
was the difference between savage and
civilized man. It is greater than
between a wild and domesticated
animal, inasmuch as in man there is a
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greater power of improvement. Their
only garment consists of a mante
made of Guanaco skin, with the wool
outside; this they wear just thrown
over their shoulders, leaving their per-
sons as often exposed ascovered. Their
skin is of a dirty coppery red colour.
. . . The language of these people, ac-
cording to our notions, scarcely de-
serves to be called articulate. Captain
Cook has compared it to a man
clearing his throat, but certainly no
European ever cleared his throat with
so manv hoarse, guttural and clicking
sounds." Again, speaking of another
tribe, lie says " These were the most
abject and miserable creatures I any-
where beheld. On the east coast, the
natives, as we have seen, have Guanaco
cloaks, and on the west they possess
seal-skins. Amongst these centra)
tribes, the nien generally have an
otter-skin, or some sniall scrap about
as large as a pocket-handkerchief,
which is barely sufficient to cover
their backs as low down as their loins.
It is laced across the breast by
strings, and according as the wind
blows, it is shifted from side to side.
. . . These poor wretches werestunted
in their growth, their hideous faces
bedaubed with white paint, their skins
filthy and greasy, their hair entangled,
their voices discordant, and their
gestures violent. Viewing such men,
one can harely make oneself believe
that they are fellow-creatures, and
inhabitants of the saine world.

At night five or six human beings,
naked and scarcely protected from
the wind and rain of this tempestuous
climate, sleep on the wet ground,
coiled up like animals. Whenever it
is low water, winter or summer, night
or day, they must rise to pick shell-
fish from the rocks; and the women
either dive to collect sea-eggs, or sit
patiently in their canoes, and with a
baited hair-line without any hook,
jerk out little fish. If a seal is killed,
or the floating carcass of a putrid

whale discovered, it is a feast, and
such miserable food is assisted by a
few tasteless berries and fungi." He
also states that the different tribes
when at war are cannihals, and also
that when pressed by famine, as they
often are, they kill and devour their
old wonien hefore they kill their dogs,
the reason given being, " i)oggies
catch otters, old women no." It was
impossible to discover whether they
had any idea of a future life or not.
-le had no reason to believe that they

ever performed any sort of religious
worship. Their nearest approach to
a religious feeling seemied to be an
idea of retributive punishment for
wasting food, the elenients themselves
being the avenging agents. The dif-
ferent tribes have no government or
chief, are hostile to one another, and
speak different dialects. He con-
cludes his description of these savages
with the following remark :-"There
is no reason to believe that the
Fuegians decrease in number; there-
fore we must suppose that they enjoy
a sufficient share of happiness of
whatever kind it rnay be, to render
life worth having. Nature by making
habit omnipotent, and its effects
hereditary, has fitted the Fuegian to
the climate and the productions of
his miserable country."

This voyage, however, was not all
pleasure to Mr. Darwin. He men-
tions as the chief disadvantages seve-
ral obvious losses, such as separation
from the society of friends, one which
he felt very keenly, though alleviated
to some extent by a constant corres-
pondence with his old master and
dearest friend, Prof. Henslow, the
want of room, seclusion, rest, and
leisure, which "although at first not
felt, tell heavily after a period." But
worse than al, he suffered greatly
from sea-sickness ; and this, together
with the worry and fatigue incidental
ot his long land excursions, was the
probable cause of the dyspepsia to
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which he was a victim ever after. I
cannot here help referring to another
life-long victim to dyspepsia, whose
dcath but lately we were called to
mourn. What a difference between
the c-haracters of Darwin and Carlyle
-sunshme, gloom ! rhis physical
atfliction could not destroy the s.vect-
ncss and anibi:ility of the one, while
the vhole life of the other was so
soured and warped by it, that as his
mother expressed it, lie was " gev ill
to live wi'." Indeed it is difficuit to
conceive of two characters so totally
unhke; and their modes of thcught
are as wide apart as the poles.

'hree years after his return from
this voyage Mr. Darwin married his
cousin, Miss Emma Wedgewood, and
in 1842 settled at Down, near Farn-
borough, in Kent. Here, up almost
to the very day of his death, he con-
tinued to work at the problems which
had been suggested to him while on
board the Beagle, patiently accumu-
lating and reflecting t-pon ail sorts of
facts which could possibly have any
bearing upon that mystery of mys-
teries-the origin of species.

Taking his works in historical
order, we have first a paper on the
" Connection of Volcanic Pheno-
mena," published in the transactions
of the Geological Society in 1840.
In the same publication, in 1842,
there was another on the " Erratic
Boulders of South America," and
sonewhat latter, a paper on the
" Geology of the Falkland Islands."
lis principle researches, however, in
Geology were contained in a work
called the " Geology of the Voyage of
the Beagle," published in three parts
under the auspices of the Lords of
the Treasury. The first, on the
" Structure and I)istribution of Coral
Reefs," appeared in 1842, and must
be regarded as one of the most origi-
nal and interesting of the author's
works. In this volume he gives his
views on the formation of the three

great classes of coral-reefs-Atolls. or
Lagoon Islands, Barrier, and Fring-
ing-Rcefs. Important as these views
arc, I can only state here, that his
theory is, that ail the leading features
in these structures can he simply ex-
plained by the upward growth of the
corals during the sinking of the land.
The formation appears first as a
fringing-reef round an Island or the
shore of a continent. Now, if we
imagine the island to sink and the
coral to grow upward, we will get an
encirclhng barrier reef; and if the same
thing takes place with the continent,
we will have a straight barrier. Let
the encircling barrier reef and the
island go on subsiding, and the corals
growing vigorously upwards, and when
the highest point of land has disappear-
ed below the water, we have a perfect
Atoll, or Lagoon Island. A convic-
tion of the correctness of )arwin's
theory has been impressed on the
minds of many naturalists. Its sim-
plicity recommends it.

The next part of this work was
on the "Geology of the Volcanic
Islands visited during the Voyage
of the Beagle," published in 1844,
The third part appeared in 1846.
under the title of " Geological Obser-
vations on South America." These,
together with a paper read in 1843,
before the Geological Society on
"GlacialAction in Wales," complete
his direct contributions to Geology ;
but his researches in other fields have
had a much wider influence on the
pregress of this science, especially his
chapters in the " Origin of Species,"
on the " Imperfection of the Geolo-
gical Record," and " Geographical I)is-
tribution." These have proved that
geological history has followed a law
of Evolution, not of Cataclysm or
Unifornity.

Next in order of time comes his
"Monograph of the Cirripedia," pub-
lished by the Ray Society in two
volumes, in 1851 and 1854. This
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exhaustive menoir shows the author's
ability as a comparative anatomist,
and his power to excel in the depart-
ment of Morphology ; but, as 'Nature'
says, " we have to thank his native
sagacity that such was not his choice."
Better things were in store for him.
He vas to influence the science of
Zoology more by his generalizations
than by his particular rescarches, and
the work which so completely revolu-
tionized the scientific world was the
"Origin of Species," first pcblished
in 1859.

The almost universally reccived
idea concerning the origin of distinct
animal and vegetable species, both
fossil and existing, was that they were
special, separate creations, variable
within certain limits, but never pass-
ing into one another either suddenly or
gradually. This doctrine had become
so deeply rooted in the minds of both
scientific men and theologians, that
to express any doubt as to its validity
or agreement with observed facts was
regarded as rank heresy. In spite of
thislong-standingprejudice asuspicion
entered the minds of a iew, that this
theory of special creation was in-
adequate to solve various problems in
nature ; that it was, indeed, quite at
variance with some indisputable facts.
Lamarck first formulated the doctrine
of Descent in 1804 in his "1 Philo-
sophie Zoologique." He held that
species were not immutable, but that
nature, starting with the formation of
the simplest organic bodies, gradually
evolved from these, in course of a long
succession of ages, all organized
beings, whether simple or complex.

In the " Origin of Species " Darwin
upholds the theory of Descent, viz:
That al[ forms of life, both past and
present, have been produced by a
series of gradual changes in a few
original forms in regular descent fiom
parent to offspring; but in addition,
he claims to have discovered the
method in which this evolution of

nature has taken place. I)arwin 's
theory proper is not Evolution, as
many suppose, but Evolution by
means of Natural Selection. As one
writer puts it, the idea of Evolution
proved barren until it was fertilized
by the idea of Natural Selection.
How Darwin arrived at this idea he
has told us in the introduction to the
" Origin of Species," but more fully
in a letter written to Haeckel, in which
lie says : " Having reflected much on
the foregoing facts," (i. e. facts in the
distribution of the inhabitants of S.
America, and in the geological rela-
tions of the present to the past inhabi-
tants of that country,) " it seemed to
me probable that allied species were
derived from a common ancestor.
But during several years I could not
conceive how each form could have
been modified so as to become ad-
mirably adapted to its place in nature.
I began, therefore, to study domesti-
cated animais and cultivated plants,
and after a time perceived thit man's
power of selecting and breedi ig from
certain individuals was the most
powerful of ail means in the produc-
tion of new races. Having attended
to the habits of animals and their re-
lations to the surrounding conditions,
I was able to realize the severe strug-
gle for existence to which all organ-
isms are subjected; and mygeological
observations had allowed me to ap-
preciate, to a certain extent, the dur-
ation of past geological periods. Vith
my mind thus prepared I fortunately
happened to read Malthus's " Essay
on Population," and the idea of
Natural Selection through the struggle
for existence at once occurred to me,
Of all the subordinate parts in my
theory, the last which I understood
was the cause of the tendency in the
descendants from a common pro-
genitor to diverge in character."

The general facts on which the
theory of Natural Selection rests, viz:
the struggle for existence, variation,
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thle sui vival of the fittest, and heredity
werc alrcady known ; and it is sone-
what strange that no attenpt was
made to correlate these, and tind out
the genierai principle inderlying themn,

cxCept by Mr. Darwin, and about the
saine time indcpendently by Mr.
Wallace.

In his introduction to this book Mr.
lhrwin says, " In considering the
origin of species, it is quite conceiv-
able that a naturalist, reflecting on
the mutual affinities of organic beings,
on iheir embryological relations, their
geographical distribution, geological
succcssion, and such other facts,
might come to the conclusion that
each species lad not been independ-
ently created, but had descended, like
varieties, from other species. Never-
theless, sach a conclusion, even if
well-founded, would be unsatisfactory
until it could be shown how the in-
nunerable species inhabitating this
world have been modified, so as to
acluire that perfection of structure
and co-adaptation which most justly
excites our adrairation. It is
therefore of the highest importance to
gain a clear insight inito the means of
modiication and co-adaptation. At
the commencement of my observations
it 'ecmed to me probable that a care-
fui study of domesticated animais
and cultivated plants would offer the
best chance of making out this ob-
scure problem."

Accordingly after due deliberation
lie took up the study of domestic
ingeons, prJcuring every breed that
could be obtained, reading aIl the
'terature lie ciuld find on the subject,
ud associating himself with several
m inent pigeon fanciers. Great as

ire thedifferences between the breeds,
t nay be regarded as almost certain
Jhat they have ail descended from the
Rock pigeon (Columba livia.) The
'arious races such as the Pouter,
'irrier, Fantail, Tumbler, Trumpeter,
c., differ fron one another far more

widely than do well-.marked species
of the saine genus, or even family.
And these modifications are produced
by the will of man exercised in the
process of selection. it might be as
well to mention also here a phenom-
enon which Mr. Darwin lias called
"<correlation of growth." This con-
sists in the fact that while man may he
intentionally modifying one part of
the organism by selection, one or
more other parts are unintentionally
modified along with it, and become
characteristic of the race.

Man's conscious power of modify-
ing both the externat and internai
characteristics of domestic animais is
too well known to require any
lengthened description. Thiis arti-
ficial selection operates by accumulat-
ing natural variations in certain di-
rections. Man can never act by
selection, except on variations first
given him in some slight degree by
Nature. Over ail causes of change
Mr. Darwin is convinced that the
accumulative action of selection,
whether exercised methodically and
more quickly, or unconsciously and
more slowly, but more efficiently, is
by far the predominant power. The
consideration of variation under
domestication, and artificial selection
introduces us to variation in a state
of nature and natural selection. The
fact of variation i1a domestic
animais and cultivated plants is a
self-evident one ; and the fact of
variation in a state of nature,
on a little consideration becomes
equally so. Else what is the
meaning of so many doubtful species,
of monstrosities and sports / Amongst
organie beings in a state of nature
there is individual variability-no two
beings are precisely alike. This fact,
together with the high rate at which
ail organic beings tend to increase,
necessitates a "struggle for existence."
" Owing to this struggle for life, any
variation, however slight, and from
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whatever cause proceeding, if it he in
aiy degrec profitable to an individual
of any species, in its infinitely com-
plex relations to other organic being,
and to external nature, will tend to
the preservation of that individuals
and will generally be inheritcd by its
offspring." This principle by which
cach slight variation, if useful, is pre-
served has been called " Natural
Selection." The term "struggle for
existence " must be understood in a
wide and metaphorical sense, includ-
ing the efforts a being has to put
forth to accommodate itself to its
environment, its dependence on other
beings, the life of the individual, and
its success in leaving offspring. More
individuals are produced than can
possibly survive ; therefore, in every
case there must be a struggle for life,
one individual with another of the
same species, or with individuals of
a different species, or with surround-
ing physical conditions. In fact the
life of every organism is a continual
struggle with its environment. The
relations existing between organic
beings are often very complex. I
will just give one instance noted
by Mr. Darwir "I have reason
to believe that humble-becs are
indispensible to the fertilization
of the hearts-ease (Viola tricolor)
for other bees do not visit this flower.
From experiments which I have lately
tried, I have found that the visits of
becs are necessary for the fertilization
of some kinds of clover ; but humble
bees alone visit the red clover
(Trifolium pratense), as other becs
cannot reach the nectar. Hence I
have very little doubt, that if the whole
genus of humble-bees became extinct
or very rare in England, the hearts-
ease and red clover would become
very rare, or wholly disappear. The
number of humble-bees in any district
depends in a great degree on the
number of fneld-mice, which destroy
their combs and nests; and Mr. H.

Newman, who has long attended to
to the habits of humble-becs, believes
that more than two-thirds of them arc
thus destroyed all over England.
\ow the number of field-mice is
largely dependent, as every one
knows, on the number of cats; and
Mr. Newman says: 'Near villages
and small towns I have found the
nests of humble-bees more numerous
than elsewhere, which I attribute to
the number of cate which destroy the
rnice.' Hence it is quite credible
that the presence of a feline animal
in large numbers in a district might
determine, through the intervention
first of mice and then of becs, the
frequency of certain flowers in that
district !"

Now in what way does this strug.
gle for existence. act in regard to
variation? Just in this way. If any
being vary, even slightly, in any way
favorable to itself under the ronditions
in which it may be placed, this being
vill have a better chance of surviving
in the struggle, and will thus be
naturally selected. " It may be said
that Natural Selection is daily and
hourly scrutinizing, throughout the
world, every variation, even the slight-
est; rejecting that which is bad,
preserving and adding up that which
is good ; silently and insensibly work-
ing, whenever and wherever oppor-
tunity offers, at the improvement of
each organic being in relation to its
organic and inorganic conditions of
life." From the strong principle of
heredity any useful variation will have
a tendency to be reproduced in the
offspring, and so any selected variety
will tend to propagate itself with its
new characteristics intensified.

In addition to natural selection the
general result of the struggle for ex-
istence, another important factor
comes into play, where a desire for
propagation is concerned, which Mr.
Darwin calls " Sexual Selection."
This depends upon a struggle between
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males for the possession of the fe-
males; and the resuit to the unsuc-
ressful competitor is few or no off-
spring. It will not be necessary here
to follow out the method in which
this princtple acts ; it would seem,
however, to be the cause of the modi-
fications of the plumage in birds, and
of the special means of defence of
varlous male animais.

Natural Selection acts by the pre-
servation and accumulation of infini-
tesimallysmall inherited modifications,
each profitable to the preserved being.
In this way varieties are produced,
at first slightly, then strongly marked;
and as the characters go on diverging
the lesser difference between varieties
becomes augmented into the greater
difference between species.

Natural Selection also necessitates
extinction. For, as we must suppose
variations of ail sorts to take place,
some beneficial, others injurious, only
the useful ones will be seized upon
and preserved, while aIl the others
will be ruthlessly destroyed as soon
as they become injurious.

A ccording to this theory the species
now living are connected with older
species by transitional forms or varie-
ties, "species in processofformation;"
these older species with others still
more ancient, and so on; so that an
infinite number of forms must have
existed. The so-called transitional
forms known to us are few in com-
parison with this countless multitude.
Many more doubtless will be brought
to light as the science of Palæonto-
logy grows older, but the geographical
record is necessarily very imperfect,
and the transitional forms must, from
the very nature of Natural Selection,
be of short duration. Therefore we
nust not be at ail surprised if in many

cases we do not sce the connecting
links between species. As Mr. Dar-
win says, "our ignorance of the laws
of variation is profound. Not in one
case out of a hundred can we pretend

to assign any reason why this or that
part difTers more or less from the same
part in the parents. But whenever
we have the means of instituting a
comparison, the same laws appear to
have acted in producing the lesser
differences between varieties of the
same species, and the greater diffcr-
ences between species of the same
genus." He enumerates, however,
some of the probable causes for this
deviation in structure. It can easily
be proved that the reproductive
system isgreatly influenced by changes
in the conditions of life; and he be-
lieves that the varying or plastic con-
dition of the oflspring is to be attri-
buted to the functional disturbance of
this system in the parents. The
direct effect of external conditions
;uch as climate, food, etc., he thinks
is very slight. Habit, use, and dis-
use seeni to be more potent. Cor-
relation of growth has great influence ;
multiple parts are very variable, be-
cause not having been closely special-
ized to any particular function, their
modifications have not been closely
checked by N . ural Selection. Pro-
bably from the same reason, organic
beings low in the scale are more vari-
able than those higher up. Specific
characters are more variable than
generic characters. Secondary sexual
characters are also highly variable,
and parts developed in an unusual
manner. Species descended from a
common parent, and exposed to simi-
lar influences, will naturally tend to
present analogous variations, and may
occasionally revert to some of the
characters of that parent.

The theory of evolution explains
the nature of the affinities of all organic
beings. Ail animais and plants, both
existing and extinct, are related to
each other in group subordinate to
group, so that it is possible to arrange
them all in varieties, species, genera,
families, orders and classes, more or
less closely connected with one an-
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other. The) cannot he ranked in
single file, it is truc, but the subordi-
nate groups sceen to be clustered
rourd points, and these round other
points, and so on.

There are a grcat miany othcr things
in connection with this theory whichi
I should like to have noticed, did
time permit. such as the difitrulties
surrounding it, though, it would secm.
not fatal to it, the evolution of iii-
stinct, tme facts of sterility and hybri-
disn, the application of the theory to
man, and its relations to Christianity.
On this last head, I will just say, that
in my opinion the doctrine of l)escent
and the tacts in ronnertion there-
with harmoni/c completely with the
tcachings of faith, and the belhef in a
personal, omniscient God, acting
through these natural laws instituted
by His will and sustaned by His pro-
vidence. As far as the application of
the theory to man goes, I believe that
his physical organization has been
evolved by the ordinary operation of
natural laws,which are but expressions
of the Creator's will ; while his soul,
or higher nature. an entirely different
existence from his body, was created,
not through the operation of secon-
dary pre-existing means, but by the
direct action of the Almighty. And
this view Scripture vlainly seems to
set forth, when it says :" God made
man from the dust of the earth (i.e.
his body) and breathed into his nos-
trils the breath of life " (i. e. his soul).
To those who ignorantly ask for the
missing links between monkeys and
man, I have to say, that Darwin never
told us that man was descended from
any of the apes, but only that man
and the anthropomorphous apes are
descended from a common extinct
progenitor, along diverging lines; and
that it is the height of absurdity to
suppose that an evolutionist ought to
be able to show how a gorilla trans-
formed himself into a man, any more
than he ought to be able to prove to

the saitîsfaction of the most incrcdi
lous, that by stripping the .air of a
squirrel's tail he could change it into
a rt !

Vhcthcr we accept 1 >arwin's thcory
of Natumal Sclection or not docs not
alter the fact of Fvolution, for it is
qute possible for the theory of Natural
Selection to be entirely false, and the
do( trine of )csccnt stili truc. M r.
I)arwin's greatest achievement per
haps in this work is, that ic hias finally
establishcd the fact of Evolution.
That lie has finalle shown that
Natural Selection is the cause of
Evolution, i arn not prepared to say.
The law which impels the variation
of species in known directions nay
be Natural Selection, or it may be an
inherent principle of development
working according ïo natural laws yet
unknown, or perhaps both of these
combined ; but I believe ail organc
forns have been evolved by ordinary
natural laws expressive of the Divine
will, and acting " in obedience to a
creative fiat originally imposed on the
primeval Cosmos, ' in the beginning'
by its Creator, its Upholder, and its
Lord."

In the closing words of the
"Origin of Species," "There is a
grandeur in this view of life, with its
several powers, having been originally
breathed into a few forms or into
one ; and that whilst this planet has
gone cycling on according to the
fixed law of gravity, from so simple
a beginning endless forms most beau-
tiful and most wonderful.have been,
and are beirg, evolved."

I have dwelt at such length on the
"Origin of Species" that I have very
little space left for glancing at Mr.
Darwin's subsequent works. Some
of them I can only just name. In
1862 appeared a work on the " Fer-
tilization of Orchids." In 1867 he
published a volume on the " Variation
of Animals and Plants under Domes-
tication," wiich he intended as the



first of a series of mem .s on the

gr-at subjcct of which the "l Origin
of specs was oniy an abstract.
Ilc promised in a second to deal with
the " Variation of Organisns in a State

of Nature," and n a third to " try
the primciple of N.iturail scection by
seeing h1ow far it will give a fair ex-
planation of the sevcral classes of
facts alluded to."

( 7 be cmfinued )

MORA.L AND CIVII INSTRUCTION

i; A. OvVOi ACuMuc Si, cr oi- st FR;ii.. V...i.iS, RAas .

W E, advise our teacher. ti assignhereafter a large place in their
work to instruction in morals and
ivil government.

Moral and civil instruction inets
tlie wants as well as the wishes of
thte countrv ; it is a necessarv conse-
que'nce of the profourd change which
is taking place in oui institutions, in
our laws, in our manners. The es-
tabslîhment of the republic and of
tniversal suffrage, which is its basis,
has given to the school a new charac.-
ter: it imposes upon the teacher new
duties. The primary school is no
longer merely local, communal ; it
las become in the highest degree a
national institution, on which even the
entire future of the country depends.
It is no longer a place to which the
child resorts to acquire certain irfor:
mation that may prove useful to hin
in private life ; it is the source from
is to .e drawn, together with the
principles of universal morality, a
knowledge of his rights and duties in
regard to public life; it is the school
of citizenship and patriotism.

'The function, then, of the teacher
is notably, increased, and his respon-
sibility extended. The teacher used
to drill his pupils in reading, writing,
and arithmetic; now, without neglect-
ing that portion of his duty, lie ought
to have a higher ambition, namely,
that of raising up for the country de-
fendcr.i and for the republic citizens.

The children now under his care
will one day bc voters and soldiers ;
they will have their share of influence
in shaping the fiit,.re of the country
their sauls must then be well tem-
pered, their minds must be enlight-
ened ; they must be acquainted with
the intellegence of their times, with the
society of which they are to beconie
members, the civil duties they will
have to ftilfil, the institutions they
will have to strengthen. They rnust
be inspired with a generous patriot-
ism ; this does not mean that they
are to be taught to hate foreign peo-
jIles--let us leave that cruel instruct-
ion to others--but that they are to
nourish a passionate love of their own
country. True patriotism consists in
love, and not hate ; it does not con-
sist in any attcmptted systematic
alteration of well established histori-
cal facts or jealous depreciation of
the greatness and glories of other
peoples. No, it does not involve the
humiliation of others; it is inspired
by justice, it is allied to a noble emu-
lation. This it is that France needs,
and this is what French vouth should
be taught.

Undoubtedly this double instruct-
tion is not entirely new, and it would
be erroneous to suppose that moral
and civil instruction now first makes
its sudden appearance In our schools.
Many of our teachers are now, and
long have been, giving lessons calcu.

. fi Pl,/ ( l f .v/ 11'1.% il lic1i( te il.
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latcu to make their pupils worthy
people and good rhiizens. In fact,
all instruction, the humblest &.nd that
the furthest removed from morality
properly so callcd, has nevertheless a
certaIn improving influence, and every
virtuous pcrson by the mere fact of
frequent intercourse communicates to
others. and cs>ecially to children,
sonething of his own moral elevation.
But what has heretofore been in some
degree the involuntary effect of the
instruction itself and of the morality
of the tcachers-personal in its inspir-
ation and consequently unequal and
intermittent-wili now be due to a
common and sustained effort towards
a clearly dcfined object, to a general
and persistent endeavour, in a word,
to a branch of instruction. What
shail he its character? What its
forn ? .

The teacher nust grapple with the
problem how to render lucid and
pleasing those truths which flow from
the very nature of man and the exis-
tence of society, and to induce child-
ren to make them the rules of their
conduct. What is needed is that
there should be awakened, developed,
fortified in them those sentiments
which give dignity to man, honour to
families, and power to states.

Moral and civil instruction ought
not then to be confined to one divi-
sion or sub-division of the scholastic
programme, restricted to one class or
to a prescribed hour, pressed in the
narrow mould of a few inert formulas
or solemn maxims; it ought to per-
meate all parts of the work of in-
struction, blossoming out in varied
developments and reappearing every
day and every hour; it ought to be
the life, the soul, of the school. It
is in the school that a child should
draw in morality and patriotism as he
inspires air, without noticing it; for,
to teach morality successfully there
is no cail for too much moralizing.
That moral !essQn which is an-

nounced risks being lost. Mora -n
strurtion should be combined wath
everything, but insensibly, like those
nutritive clemens whirh the scientist
finds reappearing in all sorts of food,
but which arc concealed under thc
infinite variety of colour and form in
which nature clothes mands ad
pl:nts, and which man un"ittingly
assimilates without a suspicion Thuç
moral instruction will enter into the
various work of the class, the readings,
recitations, dictations, the stories re-
lated by the teacher, the sclections
drawn from the poets and romancers,
the famil'ar and sprightly conversa-
tions, the grave reflections on history,
the games, the promenades-being
everywhere present, in short, without
making its presence remarked.

Does it follow that theorï should
be absolutely banished from the
school ? No, but it should havc only
the smallest place. It will suffice if
once a week, and preferably at its
close, the teacher expresses the sub.
stance of the last lessons he has re-
viewed and puts it into didactic forn.

As far as practicable, it i. the child
himself who ought to draw the rules
and moral laws from the facts which
contain them, as the fruit contains
the seed ; and this is not so difficult
as it appears. A reading finished, a
story related, the teacher oy means of
questions invites the judgment of
the child on the actions of this or
that character who has hgured in the
recital ; rarely does the child err as to
the moral value of the action- sub-
mitted to his consideration. The
teacher then asks the child if he
would pronounce a similar judg-
ment on all men who should act in
the sane way, and thus leads him to
generalize his decision, that is, to
formulate a principle, a rule. The
child thus becomes his own legislator;
he has himself discovered the law;
having made it he understands it,
and he obeys it more willingly be-
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cat se it lias imposed itsielf upon his
rcason instead of being imposed upon
his will. It does not seem needful
to us to mark out for teachers a pro-
gramme of moral instruction ; such
programraes are • be had in abun-
dance; t.ut we prefer to leave with
them the responsiblity of incorpora-
ting this instruction with their other
work as they deemi proper. The
weekly report, however, should con-
tain a résumé of what has been done.
rhese résums themselves, collected
for a period of several months, will
gradually form a real course in moral
instruction which the teacher, in the
light of his experience, can extend
or limit as he desires.

But our teachers should not forget
that the work of giving moral in-
struction imposes upon them a moral
obligation to make their conduct ac-
cord with their instruction. Of all
lessons the best is the living lesson,
the example of the teacher himself.
Like teacher, like pupils. Children
have a wonderful shrewdness in de-
tecting inconsistencies between the
conduct of the teacher and his coun-
sels. The efficacy of this instruction
is to be measured by the moral value
of those who give it; and from this

1v cheerfulness is wanting in a school, it is
usually the fault of the teacher. It is true.
persons differ naturally in respect to cheer-
fuiness. It is also true that this difference is
largely due to habit. Al may cultivate a
cheerful disposition if they will. A teacher
who has failed to do this is sadly deficient
in teaching power. It is related of a Sunday-
school teacher who, having targht the fami.
liar lesson of Philip and the eunuch, asked,
at the close of the leson " Can any one tell
me why the eunuch went on bis way rejoic-
ing?" "Yes, sir," usd a little boy. " Why
was it ? " asked the teacher. " Because,"
replied the boy, " Philip was done &' tesch-
mng him."

point of view wc are confident that
moral instruction will exert a benc-
ficial influence on the teachers them-
selves and that they will profit by
their own lesons.

As to instruction in civil govcrn-
ment properly so called, aside from
the sentiments which it is its mission
to encourage and disscmi..atc, it
ought to afford the child arn image of
society, to present to his eyes the
difTercnt parts of a vast and rich
whole ; in this there is the niaterial
needed for methodical training, and.
consequently, for a programme in
whioh its limits are indicated and its
work laid out.

Ve confidently ntrust this double
instruction to the enlightened zeal of
the primary inspectors, to the tried
patriotism of our teachers. Wc trust-
ingly ask them to make a great and
generous effort to clevate national
education, to worthily respond alike
to the solicitude of the government
and the chambers and to the ever
increasing sacrifices which the coun-
try has imposed on herself; finally,
we ask them to raise up for the coun-
try a generation both healthy and
strong.-Issued by the Bureau of
Education, Vashington.

WaîY SOUE TaACHKRas FAIL.-They are
eaaily discouraged. They do not try to im.
prove. They fail to know what the vorld is
doing. They fail to have new ideas. 74ry
read n educatinai papers or books. They
follow the same method with each class.
They -'tend no teachers' meetings. They
complain too much. They do not study
their lessons. '1ey fail to practice what
the educational papers tell them. They do
not determine to be the best teschers in the
place. They forget that the art of teaching is
an'art that requires study. Tbey do not seek
information by studying the methods of the
best teachers.-Lansg Republican.
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sOLUTION ANI) PROHLF3I .

By J. L. Cox, I.A., Math. \iaster Collegiate
In'.titute, Colhngwood.

so IX T lION.
Given the sum of the sides, the basé and

the hei ht of a triangle ; construct it.
L.et AUB be the base. From centre A, and

at a distance equal to the sun of the sideî,
describe a circle H/KG. 1)raw . F at right
angles to AB, and equal to the given altitude•
I)raw [D parallel to .4/. i)raw BD perpen-
dicular to A1, and produce it making BD
=DE. iescribe a circle passing through
B and E, and touching the citcle HIKG
internally at K. Join AÀ", cutting FD at

C; joui C' and CE. Then the centreý of this
circle must be in DC, at d also mu-t be in
AK; therefore C is centre, and ACB is the
triangle required.

'ROtItlA.s.

Sum tie followng series to n tetms :

(1) 4 -17 +54+145 1 368 -etc.
(2) 4 14+ 117 - 632 + 3913 - etc.
(3) 3 - f 27 -- 41+179 - etc.
(4) 2+12 -r 36++ -50+etc.

(5) -4+3 +22+59 120-etc.
(6) 3 1- 13+25 -41 -r- 65 +etc.

(7) Describe a circle througlh two given
points to touch a given circle.-Selected.

PR OB 1 EM S.
i. In i i prop. Uk. ii., show that the squares

in the whole line, and on the less segment, are
together equal to three times the square on
the greater segment.

2. A circle is desciibed, passing through
ihe right angle of a right-angled triangle,

and touching the hypotenuse at its mnidlc

point ; prove that the area of this circle,
intercepted within the triangle, t, triscted ait
the middle point of the hypotenuse.

3. If a line be bisected and produced to
any point, the square on the vhole line thuis
produced i; equal to the square on the part
produced together with twice the rectangle
contained by the line and the line made up rf

the half and the pait produced.

4. In iv iO, Euclid. If in the construction
AB be the line which is divided in C, and
ABD be the triangle, and the two circles in
the figure initersected ag:i in E, prove that
CE is paraliel to BD.

5. If the circle inscribed in the triangle
ABC tuch the sides at the points DEF
respectively, and P be the point of concuir-
rence of the lines AD, BE, CF, show that

PD PE PF

with curresponding properties for the escrib.
ed circles.

a b
6. If + ) + + 4-O,

where a, l are the roots of ax2 +bx+ c=,
show that u=ß=2.

7. If -A +le tC=180
A B

(y - ) cot + (z -x) cot
22

+(x - y) cot - o,
2

(1,1 - 3) cot A + (z2 -x
t

) cot B
+(xI -y-) cot C=o,

prove that
2+: 2yz cos A Z+x

2 
- 2Zr cos B

sin ý A sin 
2B

X*-+y* -2y cos C

sin C
. rove in any way that

a- (b- c) (b t-c -- aP + M2 (c - a) (c+a - b)2

+ r (a-b) (a+b-c)2
(a -b) (b - c) (c -- a)

{2 (a /+ c1 ,a) - ae -* -- cs)
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9. A Bill upon which 576 members voted
was1 lost on a division ; subsequently the same
iembers voting, it was carried by a najority

half as large again as it was originally lost
by, and the majority in the latter case
equallel the number of those who first voted
for the Bill. Find how many members
changed their minds.

PROBLEMS FOR TIIIRI) CLASS
CERTIFICATES.

r. 46 2 sovereigns of full weight are equal
to a pound Troy. What will the weight of

a sovereign he when 2.1 of the metal has

been worn off? Ans. 5.,1 dwts.

2. A draper buys gloves in Paris at 45
francs per dozen pairs, and sells them in
England at 4s. 21d. a pair. What percentage

doe, he gain if £ - 25. 15 francs?
Ans. 391U

3. What is the price of stock if a person
can purchase £2343, 15î. stock for £2250,
brokerage being i . Ais. £957.

4. A person bas £7800 India stock, pay-

ing 5 . lIe sells out at 125 and re-invests

the money in 4 R. R. stock at 9711 : find
the increase in his incomne, brokerage at .

being charged on each transaction.
Ans. £9. 12s.

5. At what price should 1 buy 5 per cent.
R. R. debentures in order that I may get
4 ý for my money, brokerage being 1 per
cent.? Ans. £124'.

6. If £7334, 19s. 9 d. be invested in 5 per
cents. at 1023, what income wiml be obtained ?

Ans. £356. 1os.

7. At what price must I purchase 41 per
cent. stock so as to gain 5 per cent on my
mooney ? An,. £85ý•

S. The capital of a R. R. Company is

,,5,ooo,ooo; the gross earnings are £500,00(
and the expenses are 55 per cent. of the earn-
mngs. What dividend per cent. can the Com-
pany pay on the capital ? Ans. 41 "

9. What income will be derived from in-
vesting £894, 12s. 6d. in the 31 per cents.
at 105i ? 4ns. £27, 12s. 6dl.

Io. llow much money shguld he invested
in the 3 per cents. at 971, to produce the
same income as £2394 in R. R stock at 126
payirg a dividend of 4 ". Ans. [2470.

11. low much stock must a man sell out
of the 3 per cents. at 97' to buy [4500 worth
of R. R. stock at 129 , a brokerage ofi
being charged on each transaction ?

Ans. £6000.

12. A broker invests a certain sum in the

3 per cents. at 97 and afterwards seils out
at 98,, gaining thereby £27: what sum, did
he invest ? Ans. £2343.

C LASSICS.
G H. Roimssoi, f..\., TORONro, EDITOR.

EXCERPTS FROM "LATINE."

FABELLA

t'ILIARUIt MINIMA EST t'SYCIIE ET

tFORMOSISSI MA.

i. Quot filiae reginae sunt?
2. Quae filia minima filiarum est ?

3. Estne Psyche longissima filiaruni ?

4. Quae est brevissima filiarum ?
5. (Quae est filia minima reginae ?
6. Estne Psyche formosissima filiarum ?

7. Suntne tres puellae aeque formosae ?
8. Nonne minima puellarum est formos.

issima?
Complee t/ incomnlete words:
i. Minima regin - filiarum est formos-

issima ?
2. Ilaruni fili-minima est Pysche.
Scribe Latine:
i. The queen's daughters are beautiful.
2. The smallest of the daughters of the

queen is the most beautiful.

3 The tallest of the queen's daughters is
not the most beautiful.

4. Is the queen the niost beautifiul of
queens ?

FOR\OSISSIMA IN TERRIS EST.

r. Quae est formosissima in terris?
2. Suntne puellae in terra America?

3. Suntne puellae in terra Europa?
4. Nonne multae puellae in his terris

sunt ?
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5. Quot terrae sunt? (in charta geogra-

phica).
6. Nonne nultae puellae in terris sunt ?
7. Suntne insulae in chartis?
8. Quot puellae in insulis sunt ?
9. Suntne peninsulae in chartis?
to. Quot puellae sunt in peninsulis ?
Comlplete the inicomp,,lete words:
i. Paellas in sell-video.
2. Virg-in palm-,unt.
3. Minimae puellarum in vi-non sunt.

4. lIae pueli-in sell-sunt.
Scribe Latine:
i. IIe sees the most beautiful girl in many

lands.
2. The smallest of the daughters is the

m-st beautiful in the peninsulas.
3. There are many lines in my palms.
Grammatica :
habeo = Ihave.
habes = you have.

(he )
habet = 1he has.

it
terr 0 = land (subjec:).

terrae = to land.
for

terram = land (object).
in terra= in a land.

CAPELLA.

Capella, stans in tecto domus, lupum
vidit præetereuntem, et ludificavt. Sed
lupus, "Non tu," inquit, "sed locus tuus,
me ludificat."

Ubi sto?
In tabulato.
Num stas (tu) In tecto ?
Num (ille) stat in tecto ?
Nonne capella stabat in tecto domus ?
Quot capellae stabant in tecto ?
Num tres capellae stabant ?
Num stabam in tecto ?
Num stabas in tecto?
Nonne cipella stans in tecto domus lupum

vidit?
Nonne me vides ?
7 video.
Quomodo me vides ?
Num capella me vidit ?

Quot capellas vides?
Num vides duas capellas ?
Num video unam capellam ?
Nonne capella lupun vidit ?
Quem capella vidit ?
Videsne lupum ?
Pr xtereo. Nonne me vides pritereuntem?
Nonne cape'la lupum vidit proetereuntem?
Quis proeteribat ?
Nonne lupus prtteribat ?
Nonne lupus prSteriens capellam vidit ?
Nonne lupus capellam vidit stantem in

tecto?
Nonne lupus prxteriens capellam vidit

stantem in tecto ?
Qu ludificavit?
Quem ludificz.vit?
Qu.e stans in tecto domus lupum ludifi.

cavit przetereuntem?
Intelligisne ? (Georgi).
Te ludifico quod non intelligis.
Nonne lupus capellam vidit ludificantem ?
Quid lupus inquit ?
Quid lupum ludificavit?
Nonne locus capella erat in tecto?
Quo in loco stabat capella?
Nonne locus capelle lupum ludificavit?
Scribe latine : Kid was standing. Wol/

was passing. Kid saw wolf. Wolf saw
kid. Kid mocked woolf. Kid's place mocks
wolf. You mock me. I mock you.

MODERN LANGUAGES.
JOHN SEATH, B.A., Sr. CATHARINEs, EDITOR.

NorF.-The Editor of this Department will feel
olhged if teachers and others send hîni a statement
o such difficulties in English History. or Moderns,
as they ma) wish to see discussed. He will also be
glad to receive Examination Papers in the work of
the current year.

FRENCIH.

CoRRECTl'IONS OF SENTENCES PUBLISIIED

IN JANUARY NUMBER.

i. Il y a quelgue vingt ans . . .
2. . . . ue l'église entière ne s'écroule.

3.... l'âme que Dieu a lentement ap.

pauvrie . . . Es-tu assez malheureuse 1

4. . . . elle est partie . . .
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5. . dont les a pourvus . . ,
6. Il y a quelques années, elle publia,

sous la signature de Grasiella, des écrits qui
dénotaient . . .

.. . . . Il fait les rois et les d/fait ; il
transforme en monarchies les républiques
qu'il a formées.

8. . . . Dieu veuille qu'elle se le rap.

pelle toujours !
9. Tous les jours, on se convainc . . .
10. Plus tard, le castillan, d'un coté, et le

portugais, de l'autre, finirent par l'emporter
en conservant néanmoins les nuances que
leur avaient imprimées les autres dialectes.

ii. Friedland coûte aux Russes 17,000
morts ou blessés . . . Mais la France

paye trop cher cette victoire.
12. Quelle influence ont exercée

13. Avant de lire cette adresse

14. Un magnifique pain bénit
15. A mesure que ces articles se sont

succédé . . .
16. . . . les premières amours . . .

17. Immédiatement après qu'elle eut reçu
le sacrement des mourants, elle s'est entre-
tenue . . .

18. . . . après quoi elle fit un signe
pour qu'on lui donnat son crucifix.

19. . . . déjà, elle avait reçu les der-
niers sacrements.

20. Le Kremlin . . . est entouré
-J. O. G. in 7ournal de L'instruction
Publique.

LONDON UNIVERSITY MATRICU-
LATION EXAMINATION.

[SELECTED.]

I. Translate into English :

[ only One of the following Passages is to be
translated.]

A. La Vanité.

On a dit: La vanité est une passion avare
qui ne laisse rien traîner, et ramasse même
dans les ordures. Il est curieux de suivre
dans la conversation par quels détours on
arrive à faire perpétuellement son éloge.
Pendant un été que je passai à la campagne

quelques amis, nous fîmes cette obser-

vation les uns sur les autres, et nous imagi-
nâmes de constater chaque tentative de ce
genre par deux coupe frappés sur la table

l avec le doigt replié. Quelque adroite <lue
fût la dissimulation, quelque déguisé que fût
l'éloge, les esprits rendus attenifs par ce jeu
ne s'y laissaient plus prendre, et l'inflexible
toc.toc avertissait l'orateur qu'il était dévoilé,

quelquefois même lorsqu'il était lui-même
dupe, et ne s'apercevait pas de l'arrière-pensée
qui dictait ses paroles. Les phrases les plus
insignifiantes en apparence ne sont pas ex-
emptes de vanité. Demandez le matin à vos
hôtes comment ils ont passé la nuit, personne
ne vous répondra qu'il a dormi comme de
coutume, " comme dort tout le monde ; "
qu'il a un peu rêvé, qu'il s'est une ou deux
fois réveilé et rendormi. Personne ne veut
être "comme tout le monde"; l'un n'a pas
fermé l'cil ; l'autre a dormi tout d'un somme;
celui-ci a fait des rêves épouvantables. Le
premier joue le pocte élégiaque ou l'homme
que ses profondes méditations empêchent de
dormir; le second veut se vanter d'une santé
robuste; le troisième a tant d'imagination!
Essayez du toc-toc, entre amis intimes, et je
vous promets une série d'observations amu-
santes.-ALPIIONsE KARR.

B. La Suisse.

L'histoire de la Suisse est honorée d'actions
héroiques qui ne le cèdent en rien aux plus
hauts faits de la Grèce et de Rome. Quelle
légende plus fière, plus patriotique, plus

i humaine en même temps, que, celle de
Guillaume Tell, le sauveur , :s enfants, la
tevreur des tyrans, le libérateur du peuple?
Quel plus noble exemple proposé à l'admi-
ration, à l'imitation d'un peuple libre ?
Quelle glorification plus décisive de l'initiative
individuelle qui, à certaines heures, sauve une
nation? Les guerres médiques n'ont pas vu
de plus grands miracles que celles qui ont
fondé l'indépendance de la Suisse. Sempach
et Morgarten, Granson et Morat, valent
Marathon et Platée; et le sacrifice volontaire,
la mort triomphante des Suisses à Saint Jac.
ques ne reste pas au-dessous de l'héroisme
des Spartiates aux Thermopyles. S'il leur
manque quelque chose pour passionner les
ames au même degré, c'est uniquement,
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comme le dit Sismondi le ses républiques
italiennes, "ce vernis d'antiquité <qui fait que
nous respectons, à Athenes et à Sparte, la
grandeur de l'homme dans de petits peuples."
Un autre trait qui rappioche ces républiques
le p;îtres et le paysans les glorieuses repub.
liques de l'antiquité. et qui est tout à fait
étranger aux pays monarchques, c'est le
souvenir pieux et vraiment populaire qu'elles
conservent à leurs grands hommes. Tandis
qu'ailleurs une sainte nationale, leanne 1 )'arc,
cst à peine connue hors du monie lcitt-,
tous les enfants de la libre Suisse connaissent
le nom et les services de leurs libérateuis.
VICTOR CHAl'ITOUR.

Il. Grammatical Questions.

A.

T/e guestions in this Section /orn an

e.sential part o the e.aination.]

i. Give the participle present and piar-
ticiple past of each of the following verbs,
which occur in the foiegoing passages
Suivre, faire, rendre, prendre, avertir, s'aper
cevoir, répondre, vouloir, empC-her, promettre,
connaître.

Give the future second person singular of
suivre, faire, avertir, s'apercevoir, vouloir,
promet!re, voir: and the present subjunctive
second person singular and pluzal of i/re,
laisser, faire, replier, pendre, dormir, réveiller,
vouloir, essayer, céder, valoir.

2. Give the feminine forms of ciurieun,
gue/s, quelques amis, attentifs, lui-méme.

Give also the femirine forms corresponding
to malin, b/anc. aigue, long /;x, frais, eine,
traîte e ; -majiter, auteur, lbé'raeur em.
pereur, sauteur, pA ihcur, sauveur.

3. lut in the plural: unepassion avare:
"ete observation'" "quelque deruisé que
fit l'éloge " ' ' il était lui-mrme dupe" ;
"'l'arrire-e-nsée qui di<tai.," ; "il s'est ré-

scillé et rendormi";'" un autre fait."
Give alo the plural forms of os, gaz., z>er-

drix, genou, chezeu, bleu, bal, balle, bail,
heureux, vil, lou, jata!, ar-en <iel, <Iou-

fleu, timbre-ste, ion sieur, m/ad/amie, aide

loieV'e, tipi on-dit.

fi.

IXt m/ore thai To Questions are to 6

an- vrd, in Mis So tion.

i. Give the respective genders of ten/ative,

arri/<-pens,', parole, phrase, apparence, i-ou-

tumpe, wil, rérc, imagination, quelque chose,

ampe, antiguité.
State also according to what iule or tules

anié, sAtssion, observation, nuit, terreur,
Suisse, mort, are feminine ; and ,'*é, g*re,
doigt, jeu, monde, sommlie, exemple, miac/e,
sacri)i<e, sousuenir, are masculine.

2. Foim Interrogative sentences with the
following :-"l La vanité est une passion"
" Les esprits ne s'y laissaient plus prendre "
" Les phrases les plus insignifiantes ne sont

pas exemptes de vanité "; l Personne ne
veut itre " " Le troisième a tant d'imagin-
ation " "Je vous promets une série

3. Write in full in French : 27th June

1871 ; £225 ; £300 ; £3000 ; /,80; £92.
4. What is the m aning of " whose " in

the following sentences:-" The man whose
wisdom we admire" ; - - Whose dictionary

is this ?" (neaning the owner) ;-" Whose
dictionary is this ? " (meaning the author).
Render these sentences into French.

5. Show by examples the difference which
exiQts hetween the homonyms chaud, chaux ;
-<or, corp s: - chz/amp, <!ant ;-tant, temps,

tend, tan :-sot, si-au, sceau, saut.

Ill. Coriect and translate any three (and
not more tlan three) of the following sen-
tences:-

L'art et les soin ajoute à notre jours.-On
héritent du crime en recueillant son fruits.-
(uelque soient les opinions qlui nous trouble
dans la société, elles se dissipe toujours dans
la so!itude.-Le peup'e entrèrent en fureur
quand ils eurent appris quels discours avait
tenu Coriolan -Quel ,ont les lieu, les temps,
les images chéri, où se plaisent le mieux ses
doux r-veries.
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NATURAL SCIENCE.

Il. 11. SPOTTON, M.eA., PARRIE, EDITOR.

1ADUCATION DEPARTMIENT, ONT.

JULY EXANIINATIONS, 1883.

I tRs t-CLSS TEACIIERS-(GRAI>E C'.

Chi-nistry Paper, with answers

NoJE.-The answers are appended to the
following questions rather to suggest a desir-
ablejorm of answering than to convey infor-
ination which, of ceurse, any s'udent inter-
ested in the subject could readily obtain for
himself. The writer's experience tends to
show that unless students are specially
trained in the mianner of answering, they
will waste valuable time at examinati ns,
inserting quantities of irrelevant matter and
developing slovenly habits generally, to the
just vexation of the examiners and the irre-
vocable loss of marks to the candidate.

i. Explain the full meaning of the follow-
ing, merely as chemical symbols :-O, 011,,
3Na,CO,.

1. O stands for onz atom of oxygen. The
weight represented by the symbol is always
16 units, tha, of the hydrogen atom being i.

011, stands for one molecule of water, the
miolecule consisting of i atom of oxygen and
2 atoms of hydrogen. The symbol also in-
dicates that 16 parts by weight of oxygen
are combined with 2 parts by weight of
by drogen to form the molecule. 3NaCO,
stands for 3 molecules of sodic carbonate,
each molecule consisting of 2 atoms (46 parts
by weight) of sodium ; i atom (12 parts by
weight) of carbon, and 3 atoms (48 parts by
wcight) of oxygen.

2. The chemical constitution of a gas
bcing known, how can you calculate ils
specific weight ?

Apply your method to fnd sp. wt. of the
gaes whose compositions are-CO,, Nfi,,
C, il, O

Can you mention any gases which form an
apparent exception to the general iule ?

2. lly Avogadro's law, equal volumes of
gases (under the same conditions) contain
the same number of molecules. Therefore the
weights of equal volumes are proportional to
the weights of the molecules of the respective
gases. The hydrogen molecule contains 2
atoms, and conscquently 2 units of weight ;
so that if the chemical constitution of any
other gas is known its sp. wt. can be obtained
by dividng its molecular weight by 2.

CO, -molecular Wt., 44; sp. Wt., 22.
Ni, - e 17; " 8°5.
C4 H1 - " 74; "i 37.

Common exceptions to the working of this
principle aie fuinshed by the vapour of sul-
phuric acid (HSO4 ) and of ammonium
chloride (NHCi), the sp. wts. obtained
being only about one-half of what we should
expect. Nitrogen dioxide and tetroxide are
also apparently anomalous.

3. The ultimate analysis of a substance
composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,
;ives in one hundred parts-carbon, 40;

hydrogen, 6.6 ; oxygen, 53.4, by weight, and
the specif6c weight of ils vapour is 30. Deter-
mine the formula of the subslance.

3. Dividing each percentage by the atomic
wt. of the corresponding element, we obtain
the relative number of atoms of each in the
compound:

C- =3.3
Hl =6.6

SO-y; 3.3
The simplest formula of the substarce, there-
fore, is CHO ; but as its sp. wt. is 30, ils
molecular weight must be 60. Therefore
the truc formula is Cl 4 02.

4. Describe the usual methods of obtain
ing the following subbtances, and in all cases
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illu'trate bv symbolç any chemical change%
taking place: (a) Ilydrogen. (6) nitrogen
monoxide, (d) chiorine, (A) sulphur dioxide,
(r) sodic carbonate, (f) ''quick" lime. (g)
magnesic sulphate, (4) ferric chloride.

4. (a) Hlydrogen is usually obtained by
displacing the gas from %ulphuric acid ,y
means of zinc, thus: l ,SO, ý Zn /nSO,
!- Il,.

(b) Nitrogen monoxide is obtained by
heating ammonium nitrate:-NIINO,
N, 0+211,0.

(c) Chlorine is obtained by heating to-
gether a mixture of sodium chloride, man-
ganese dioxide and sulphuric acid :--MnO, +
2NaCI +311, SO, = MnSO, + 21INaSO, +
211,0+ CI, ; or by heating together hydro-
chloric acid and manganese dioxide:-MnO,
+411C1= MnCI, +211,0 + Cl,.

(d) Sulphur dioxide is given off when sul-
phuric acid is heated with copper : -211 S0,
+ Cu = CuSO, + 21 ,O + SO,.

(e) Sodic carbonate is obtained hy heating
sodic sulphate along with excess of chalk
ani powdered coal in a reverberatory fur-
n,%ce. There are two stages in the process,
in the first of which the sulphate is converted
into sulphide:--NaSO, + 4C = NaS + 4CO.
In the second stage the sulphide is converted
into carbonate :-Na,S+CaCO ,=Na,CO,
CaS. The carbonate is separated out of the
resulting mixture by treating with water.
If the solution be evaporated, and the resi-
due be calcined and again dissolved, the
crystallized carbonate will be obtained on
slowly cooling the solution.

(f) Quicklime is obtained by heating
limestone (calcium carbonate) in a proper
kiln : -CaCO, = CaO + CO,.

(g) Magnesic suiphate is prepared by treat-
ing dolomite (magnesic calcic carbonate) with
sulphuric acid ; thus (omitting the calcic car-
bonate): -Mg CO, + H , S0, digSO,+
11,0 + CO,. The crystals have the formula
MgSO, + 711,0.

(h) Ferric chloride is obtained by treating
iron sesquioxide with hydrochloric acid:-
Fe,, +6HCI -- Fe,C), + 311,0; orbypass-
ing chlorine over red-hot iron, when direct
combination takes place.

5. Describe and explain any phenomena
ob>ervable, when-

(a) Copper is put into strong nitric acid.
(b) Water is mixed with strong commercial

sulphuric acid;
(c) The breath is passed for some time

through lime-water, and then carbon dioxide
is passed through it in excess.

(d) A few drops of sulphuric acid is added
to a solution of sodic thiosulphate.

(e) Ferrous sulphate is strongly heated in
the air.

(f) A drop of a solution of potassic per-
manganate is added to water containing
organic matter.

5. (a) Dense brown fumes are produced if
the nitric oxide which is formed is admitted
to contact with the air; this is due to the
combination of NO with oxygen. The liquid,
also, becomes green, owing to the lormation
of copper nitrate.

(b) Great heat is developed and a shrinkage
in volume is observed, both phenomena being
due to the chemical combination of the acid

1 and the water.
(c) First, the lime-water becomes turbid

owing to the production of calcium carbon-
ate, the CO, exhaled from the lungs com-
bining with the CaO in the water. Secondly,
the water becomes clear again, owing to the
solu'ion of the CaCO, in the carbonic acid.

(d) Sodic sulphate and thiosulphuric acid
are formed, the latter immediately decom-
posing into sulphurous acid and sulphur.

(e) White acid fumes are given off, which
condense in oily drops. The sulphate is
converted into ferric oxide, sulphur trioxide
and sulphur dioxide.

(f) The permanganate gives up a portion
of its oxygen to the organic matter and loses
its characteristic colour.

6. What is the chemical difference in the
bleaching effected by chlorine and that by
sulphur dioxide?

Dry chlorine will not bleach. Why?
6. The bleaching effected by chlorine is

due to the oxidation of the colouring matter;
that effected by sulphur dioxide is a deoxidiz-
ing or reducing process. In the former case
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nxygen is the bleacher ; in the latter, hydro-
gen.

The goods to be bleached by chlorine
mut be wet in order that the gas, by com-
bining with the Il of the water, may liberate
O, to the unusual activity of which, in its
nascent condition, the bleaching is due.

7. Name the essential constituents of the
atmosphere, and give, as far as you can,
their particular uses in the economy of
nature.

7. The essential constituents of atmos-
pneric air may be said to be oxygen, nitro-
gen, carbon dioxide, aqueous vapour and
ammonis. Oxygen is the great supporter of
combustion ; without it animal life as at

present constituted would be impossible.
The principal use of the nitrogen appears to
be to dilute the oxygen. From the carbon
dicxide in the air, plants obtain the carbon
necessary for their growth : and from the
ammnna they obtain nitrogen.

The aq1ueous vapour plays an important
part ; we experience discomfort when there
is either a deficiency or an excess of it. It
may serve also as a distributor of heat, the
heat rendered latent during the excessive
production of vapour in the tropic% becoming
sensible when this vapour is again condensed
elsewhere. To th's condensation is also, of
course, (lue the supply of fresh watet aIl
over the globe.

SCHOOL WORK.

DAVID BOYLE, ELORA, FDITOR.

EDUCATION D1PARTMENT, ONT.

JANUARY EXAMINATION. z884.

Srcond Class Professional Examination.

NORMAL ScuooL.s.

ARIT HM ETIC--M ETIHODS.

NOTE.-This paper will be valued at 120
per cent.

t. Shew how you would teach the num-
bers from 5 to Io, using " number-pictures.'
Ilow would you proceed when the cembina.
tions from 1 ta 20 have been mastered ?

2. Shew how you would explain the
reason of the rule for placing the partial pro-
ducts in long multiplication.

3. Give a lesson on finding the G.C.M. of
numbers that can be factored.

4. Shew how to teach, by analysis, the
" cases " of " Profit and Loss."

5. Give a lesson
(i) Developing the idea of a fraction.
(2) On the notation of fractions (vulgar).
6. You find that pupils misapprehend the

"rule for finding the area of a rectangle "'-

regarding the multiplicand, or multiplier, or
both, as so many units long or wide. Indi-
cate the teaching by which you would con-
vince then of the error.

PIHYSICS-METHolis.

i. Define force. What is meant by the
conservation and what by the correlation of
forces?

2. Draw a diagram of the common pump,
and give a lesson on this machine.

3. Describe fully how you would teach
that heat is a mode of motion.

4. Your school-room is heated by a com-
mon stove. Show how you would ventilate
it at the least possible cost, explaining fully
the scientific principles involved.

5. Explain the rational of the following:-
(i) Water placed on a stove in a room.
(2) A wet towel wrapped round a vessel

containing water keeps it cool.
(3) If you sit near an open window you

will probably catch cold.

ALGEBRA-METIIODS.

. Shew how you would impart clear ideas
of aco-efficient. What arithmetical example
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would you give to illustrate the following:-
5a + 4a = 9a ?

2. Shew, as you would to a class, how to
deduce the rule for factoring expressions of
the form x 4 + 4y4 ; x 4 + 2x*y 2 + 9y 4 .

3. How would you develop the idea of
the symmuetry of an expression with respect
to two or three letters ?

4. Clearly illustrate the principle which
enables you to shew (without actual division)
that axs - (a2 + b) + b2 is exactly divisible
by ax + b.

5. Shew how you would teach the dis-
tinction between an "Equation" and an
"Identity."

6. Do the following in such a way as to
show the advantage of taking fractions in
" groups : "-

(i) Reduce to simplest form

Y+ + 8 - x
I-y I + xS 1 + X4 1 + x.

(2) Solve the equation

r I a+6i+ -- a+
x-a x-b ab.

JULIUS CÆSAR.

i. " The general cast of character in
Shakspeare's females is tenderness and
pathos."-A. Mills.

Discuss this statement with reference to
the female characters in the play of Julius
Cesar.

2. " They would not have you to stir forth
to-day."

Recount the arguments brought to bear on
Cæsar in connection with thisgoing " forth."
What trait of character is disclosed by his
yielding ?

3. Explain the meaning of the following
)assages, and assign each to its speaker

(a) "Alas, my lord,
Your wisdom is consumed in con-
fidence."

(b) "The things that threaten me
Ne'er load but on my back."

(c) "What touches us ourself shall be last
erved."

(d) " To you our swords have leaden
oints, Mark Antony."
(e) " This day I breathed first."

s

p

(f) "I know that we shall have him well
to friend."

(g) "You yourself
Are much condemned to have an

itching palm."

(h) " Cowards die many times before their
deaths."

(i) " I have a man's mind, but a woman's
might."

(k) " Ambition's debt is paid."

PRACTICAL ENGLISH.

r. Indicate the quantity. or sound, of the
accented syllable in each of the following
words :-Dolorous, abdomen, apparatus, ob-
verse, Genoa, telegraphy, museum, irremedi-
able, sovereign, sonorous.

2. Distinguish-
(a) "A fool," says Solomon, " despises

wisdom."
A fool says, " Solomon despises wis-

dom."

(b) Fetch the book.
Bring the book.
(c) He gave an answer.
He made a reply.
(d) A man of good reputation.
A man of good character.
(e) I saw my brother George only.
Only I saw my brother George.
3. Correct the following:-
(a) He did not cry out as some have

done against it.
(b) He aint a good reader for he dont

mind his stops.
(c) In the sister island, indeed, we have

read of such horrors, but now they are
brought home to us.

(d) If I am not mistaken, you are in the
wrong.

(e) He rushed pell-mell down the stairs.
4. Write the following sentences, substitut-

ing equivalents for the italicised words:-
(a) The assembly took place in the suburbs.
(b) The two men are mulually dependent.
(c) Not many people were present.
(a) The report has spread but is not

credited.
CIEMISTRY-METHODS.

r. A molecule of water is composed of two
atoms of Hydrogen and one atom of Oxygen.
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shew clearly how you would arrive at a
L n.dedge of is (act.

llw would yon teach the ch-tracter-
>c Iropertics of acids, alkalies, and haes ?

. Yon have thrre bottles - one contain-

mg ntric acid, one containing suilphuric
a( J. and one containing hydrochloric acid.

l;y x hat cxperiments would you identify

each 1cid ?
4. Write notes nf a essnn on the prepara.

tion and properties of carbon dioxide.

S.ive, as fully as you can, a lesson on

hard water.

R EAI) 1NG.

i. Answer the following questions on the
l'honc Method of teaching to read : -

(t) What method is adopted in selecting
ihe letters for the words of a lesson?

2 llow are the sounds of the letters
taught ? Give a brief illustration.

( ;) 1 ow would you drill a -tass by com-

pariA(n, contrast and building of words?
2. Spell the following words phonically,

and use diacritical marks :-llave, above.
heaven, dread, beauty, people, approve,
tongue, catalogue, laughed, sought, island,

schims.
3 llow would you teach the proper uses

of inilection and modulation without refer-
encc to rules ?

4. Give the principle for rhetorical pauses,
bacd on the analysis of the sentence, and

sta'.e when the grammatical reLtions would
not sanction such pauses.

"), pardon me, thou bleeding piece of earth,
That I am meek and gentle with these

butchers !
Thou art the ruins of the noblest man
'That ever lived in the tide of times.

Voe to the hand that shed this costly
blood !

Over thy wounds now do I prophecy,-
Vhich, like dumb mouths, do ope their
ruby lips,

To beg the voice and utterance of my
tongue,-

A curse shall light upon the limbs of men;
Ionestic fury, and fierce civil strife,
Shall cumber all the parts of Italy;
Blond and destruction shall be so in use,
And dreadful objects so familiar,
''hat mothers shall but smile when they

behold

Their infants quartered with 'he hands of
war;

And pitly chok'd with cus'am of fell deed.;
And C.-sar's spirit, ranginr for revenge.
Wiîth Ate by hi, %ide, corne hot from hell,
Shall in these confines, with a monarch's

voice.
Cry Harw ! and let slip the dogs of war ;
That hi% foul deed shall smell above the

e-.th
With carrion men, groaning for burial."

s) llriefly indicate the predominant feel-
ing with which the above should be given.

(2) What expression would you *give to
" butchers." and to tie parenthctical clause,
hnes 7 and 8, and how would you vocally
combine lines 6 and 9 ?

(3) What feeling and vocal expression
should distinguish lines 17-22 ?

(4) Mark the inflections on "butchers,"

1. 3; " blood," 1. 5; "revenge," 1. 17;
hell," 1. :8 ; and " Havoc," 1. 20.
(5) Mark the one emphatic word in each

of the lines 5, 9, 14, 19.

MUSIC.

i. Write the scales of E major and B flât
major. on the staff, ovith proper key signa-
tures.

2. llow would you keep the attention of
very young children while exercising a class
on the sounds of the scale ?

3. Write four measures of the melody of
any song which you have learned ; write also
the corresponding letter, number, and syll-
able to each note.

4. What do the terms /rgata and staccato
mean ?

5. Supply bars and time signature to the
following exercise

6. Transpose the preceding exercise to the
key of A major.

SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.

i. Distinguish between sensation and per-
ception. What are " acquired " perceptions?

2. Briefly discuss the question "What is
in the Mind "?

3. "Whatever Comsciousness may be, there
are three characteristics attributed tg it by
common consent."
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State the characteristics referred to.
4. Mention any of the Secondary " laws

of association.
5. "Mind starts (rom &scriminadon."

Briefly explain this, giving illustrations.
Mention some of the conditions necessary

to effective mental action.
6. Give the substance of Bain's remarks

on Emulation, Prises, Place.taking.

7. " A third aspect of the Object Lesson
has reference to the acquisition of Language.''

Give, as far as you can, Bain's remarks on
this " Aepect."

HVtY~NE.

1. ' The erect position, then, which we
assume so easily, and without thinking
about it. is the result of the combined action
of muscles." Explain this statement.

2. Ilow are veins distinguished from
arteries, with regard to (a) structure, (b)
action, (c) the character of the bloog ?

3. State briefiy the evil effects that arise
from a lack of ventilation in crowded rooms.

4. " While verysoft water cannot be stored
for a lengthened period, with impunity, in
leaden vessels, the danger of the storage of
bard water, under the same circumstances, is
in most cases much greater." (a) Explain
as fully as you can. (b) How can nu dis-
tinguish soft water from hard ?

S. Write a note on under-clothing, stating,
with reasons, the advantages or disadvant-
ages of wearing, next the skin, (a) linen, (b)
cotton, or (c) woollen fabrics.

GRAMMAR-METOI(US.

i. Ir introducing a class of young pupils
to the study of grammar, which would you
present first, the noun or the verb ? Give
reasons.

2. How would you teach the qualifying
relation of (a) an adjective, (b) a proposi-
tional phrase, (c) an adjectival clause ?

3. Spring comes. The snow disappears.
The earth grows warm. The flowers bloom.
Combine these four propositions to form a
complex sentence, and explain the process
as to a clau.

4. Explain your mode of teaching the

uc ationai Montly.

distinction between the use of shall and 7"n.
in (a) declarative sentences, (à) interrogative
sentences.

5. Give notes of a lesson on conjunctions
N.B.-Four questions, of wh ich 3 mut be

one, will be considered a full paper.

MENTAL ARITMKTIC.

i. Write down the product of 398745 by
19.

2. An aa-ny lost 1o per cent. of its num
bers in its tirst battle, and to per cent. of the
remainder in the second battle, and had
:6,200 men left. low many in the army at
first ?

3. A person investi a sum of money in the
5 per cents. at 85, and an equal sum in the
6 per cents. at 96: the income received irom
the latter investment was $go more than
that from the former. How much did he
invest in each kind of stock ?

4. The amount of a sum of money at
simple interest for three years and three
months was $982, and for three years and
six months the amount was $996. Find the
principal and the rate per cent.

5. A commission merchant sold flour at a
commisson of 3 per cent. on the amount re.
ceived, and invested in tea at a commissior,
of 2 per cent. on the amount paid for the tes
--deducting his commission for both trans.
actions from the amount received for the four,
His entire commission being $2oo, find the
amount invested In tes.

6. Sold goods at a profft of :24 per cent.;
had their actual cost been $20. :8 greater,
the same selling price would have resulted in
a loss of 121 per cent. Find the actual cost
of the goods.

7. B. rowed a two-mile race with A. and
was beaten ; had his speed throughout been
one-fifth greater, he would have won the
race by 22 yards. Find the ratio of theit
rates of running.

DRAWING.

i. Describe a broken line, and illustrate
the same.

2. What is an indicated line and its use)
3. Give the plan for drawing the Maltese

Cross.
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. Shnw the difference between a horizon-
tai abstract curve, and a perpendicular curve.

r. What is requisite to draw an object
correctly ?

i. What do light and shadow give to an
object?

7. Define light and shade. Illustrate the
same hy a design.

M. Draw a cone, base being above the
ine of sight.

o 1 ow does colour effect light and shade ?
to. Explain and illustrate what is meant

by red.ex of light.

VOLUBLE TEACIIING.

No reform in our school-life has been more
fruitful of good results than the change from

nearing lessons " to genuine oral instruction.
ilut every forward movement in education is
dogged by a group of caricaturcs. exaggera-
tions, and imitations, which threaten to over-
whelm it, and often do postponc its true in-

iluence. Among these caricatures of oral
instruction none is more mischievous than the
habit of inordinate talking by the teacher,
who confounds it with an interminable
pouring forth of useful information by word
of mouth.

We call this the most dangerous abuse,
because the most common. An untrained
teacher is not easily routed from the notion
that instruction consists in pouring the con-
tents of a book into the mind of a child.
If forbidden this use of the book, a teacher
of this description naturally fallis back upon
the next position, which is to 611 her own
mind with the contents of the volume, and
and retail it in speech for the benefit of her
class. Of course this is not oral teaching
in any fair sense of the term. It is rather
the worst form of book-teaching. It is to be
supposed that the author of a good text-book
will condense, arrange, and study a suitable
method of presenting the matter he desires
to impart. But an untrained teacher will
surely not improve on this presentatiota, but
will so dilute her author's statement in her
dispensation as to rob it of its chief value and
increase the difficulty of the scholar. Lowell,
in his Fable for Critics, happily touched the

erential weakness of the acred poetry"
of N. 1'. Willis when he characterired st a'
"instiration and wsatrr." A great deal of

the sort of teaching of which we write may
lbe classified as information and twpddle, -

the hay, mconsequentiaJ, sometimes ungram-
matical, flood of word% that inundales the
weary clas, as effectually drowning the in.
formation imparted as a gallon of tepid
water will strangle the most fragrant cup of
tea.

Tiis disease was well hit off hy an aftlicted
lttle boy who came to his mother ait the close
of the first day of school with the plaint,-
"O mother, I am tired to death; the new
teacher talks so muc wilh her moWut." Just
that,-the interminable gabble that comes
from no deeper place than the mouth or the
shallows of a vacant mind, flooded with
gossip and words,-is the curse of thousands
of school-rooms. Perhaps this last stage of
false teaching is worse than the firt. It is
possible that a child, by dint of storing the
memory with the well-selected periods of a
good text-book, may some time awake to a
realizing sense of their contents and find
himself possessed of valuable information-
But we doubt if even the elastic mind of
childhood is capable of wrestling with the
food of talk with which the devoted class
is often deluged, with about the same pro-
bability of approptiating any valuable know-
ledge as a hungry boy compelled to receive
his nourishment in the shape of liquid refresh-0
ment poured upon his head and trickling
down his face.

We sat one day through a lesson in
American Ilistory, given by a charming lady
to a class of fifteen-years-old girls. The
teacher was a perfect "flowing well " of
historic lore; enthusiastic in her appreciation
of the period with which she was dealing;
inspired with a genuine desire to wake up a
love for historical studies in h:r pupils, and
fill them with patriotic zeal and pride in their
American citizenship. But, alas for the
poor children ; the ruling passion for melli-
fluous and brilliant talk was the one ruling
passion of the dear lady-teacher, which
dwarfed even her love of her native land.
So the inspiring topic became only the ocça.
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&ion for opening the dond-gales of speech and
pouhing forth a forty-minutes lecture, well
enough admpted for a lary hnur on a Newport

or a resding.club, but a' '-tal to the
supose in view as ir the fie-department had

been called out to drown the clan.-rom in a
Anod. Not that the go"d lady intended tn

give a lecture. or supposed herelif doing
anything but conducting a recitation. At
intervals a pupil was called up to answer a
leading question or give an accounlt of orne
event. Of course, il the pupil was a ahirk.
or had the least capability of being deve-
lnped into one, ahe could easily "draw the
hre ' of the too-willing teacher, and stand
the happy target c(a fuilade of useful know.
ledge. The slow, thoughtful girl, who really
had a valuable idea underneath her hesitancy
of speech. found herelf overriden, trampled,
annihilated as eWectually as the poor bewild.
ered fax in Mr. Itennett's hunt. The result
wa that, in a recitation of forty minutes.
probably ten were consumed by the arfswers
of the pupils, few cf these answers being
accepted by their voluble mistress ; while the
half-hour was monopolized ina sort ofm//tangr
of lecture, conversation, and gossip, from
which little could be gained beyond admira-
tion for the wonderful powers of the speaker.

The Newv Y.r* Herald, a few years ago,
for one day, tried the experiment of report.
ing the speeches in Congress exactly as they
were spoken, with all their grammatical and
rhetorical absurdities: but the rash act was
never repeated. We have sometimes fancied
the result, could every teacher be compelled,
before sleeping, to read, verbatsm ethteratin

everything spoken in the schooi-room during
the day. We fancy this style of oral instruct-
ion would not survive many weeks of such
expoture.

There is danger that this sort of teaching
will greatly hinder the good results antici-
pated from our new educational methods.
Every sensible mother knows how easily the
kindergarten can become a mere "effluent
pipe" for the discharge of a flood of baby-talk
from a teacher of this sort. The object-
lesson has become a nuisance in hundreds of
schools wherc the young graduate from the

Normal has simply reçited her lesson from

her note-book, and told her children whetr
to look and what to'- say. And there i great
danger, especially in the classes in literature,
history. philomophy, and kindred sMdies, that
the pupil will he chested of bis right ni
ir.diuvdual acquisition. compelled to be one o
an audience listening to a daily drinle f
talk, with occaaional interruptions of a hr.
ried anmwer during the pauses. And no clias
of teachers ahouldi guard more carefully
against this fault than the brilliant graduatei
of collegea, placed in the school-room with no
previous training in the art of instruction.
To such a teacher. fresh (rom inspiration nf
senior-clai studies, the slow gait of the
average school-boy and the flighty mental
condition of the average school.girl iu a posi-
tive torture. The habit of inordinate talk is
thus formed as a refuge from what seems the
stupidity of the pupil, or even from a con-
scientinus desire to do omething in the
recitation-hour. But nowhere is self-
restraint en needful, humility so preciois,
judicious silence so " golden, " as in the
presence of a clams of children making their
first essay at climbing the hill of knowledge.
Hlere, as in the Christian lie, it is only the
,ise teacher who " endureth unto the end '
that " shall be saved."-Roslon 7u7,-nal of
Education.-

PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATION 0F

THE MODEL SCIIOOL, COUNTY
OF IIASTINGS.

DECE]i BER, 1883.

KIn'CATION.

i. What are the characteristics of a good

teacher? [51
2. With what two objects should every

lesson be given? and what is necesary on
the part of the teacher so that he may suc-
cessfully teach every lesson? [51

3. You have a reading claas of ten pupils
in Second Book. Time at your disposal,
twenty minutes. Lesson to be read for the
frst time. lHow would you occupy your
time? [10]

4. What do you mean by a school well
organized-(a) As to classification ; (b) Dis.

cipline ? (5]
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; in takiag charge of a achool you find

the order and attentiom ha. llow would
you proceed to secort hoth ? [5I

6. What are the points in regard to (a)
prrmies and (A) pupils. which demnand the
teacher's daily inspection? [8]

7. 1(ow would you proceed in each of the
fllowing ? - [9]

(a) Many of your pupils are frequently
late.

(f') Some come irregularly.

1) They have a had style of readl.ng.
(d) Some come with their lessons unpre-

pared.
S. Wnuld you keep scholars in ai recest

or afer achuol hours for unprepared lestons ?
e remons. [51

9. Show clearly and fully how you would
,each cach of the following subjects :- 49)

(a) The conjugation of the verb.
(h) The participle.

>)Sultraction.
(a) Long Divisio
(r) Notation and numeration Io 22.

(f ) Division of do-.. .als.
() Rivera of North America.

SCHOOL .AW.

t. Describe the duties of the school teacher
regarding :

(a) The subjects to be taught in school.
(b) Plublic examinations.
(,) Maintenance of discipline in the school.
2. What is the law relating to:-
(a) Compulsory attendance at school ?
V,) llolidays?
,) Expulsion of a pupil from school ?
(q) Suspension of a teacher's certificate?
3. What points are essential to the validity

of an agreement between teachers and trui-
tees ?

4. What -re the regulations raspecting:-
Ca) Attendance at teachers' meetings?
(h) Time•table ?
v-) Visitors' book ?

5. Give in detail that part of the course of
study for Public Schools which refera to
third and fourth classes.

G. Name, and describe, the reports which

have to be made, through the year. Io the
i napector.

7. What 1. the law regarding the nomina-
t Inn and ele on of village and rural school
taustees? t.ive the date for the annual
schnol meeî.ng

Sl)aft a notice, or atvertiwemrnt. of the
annual s.hool meeting for S. S. No. 3,

Mayo.

s. Demcribe the orgar.s and Oïe change%
by which foodm is converted int lood.

2. Describe fully the organs employed, the
processes undergone, and the resultt effected
in the circulation of the blond.

3. Explain the structure and uses of the
skin.

4. Notice the principal hygienical defects
which appear to you to prevail in the struc-
ture, arrangements, and surroundings of rural
school houses in this county.

5 Mention the ways in which the laws of
health are momt frequently broken or d:are-
garded by teachers, and by pupils.

6. A achool house is the most ill.con-
structed imaginable, its appearance and
.urroundings most uninviting, the trustees
ably represent the indifierence ar » penuri-
ousness of the ratepayers: under such cir-
cumstances what can a conscientious teacher
do to preserve his own and pupils' health,
and to create and develop a respect for the
laws of hygiene ?

7. Criticize the structure of this Model
School building from a hygienical point of
view, taking up each of the class rooms
separately, and pointing out its defects or
advantages in reference to such points as
heat, light, air, hearing. seats, furnishings,
arrangement, etc.

COMPOSITION.

Write a composition (about 30 lines) on
one of the following subjects:-

(a) The rural school-house of the present
day; its general appearance, conveniences,
or inconveniences, and surroundings.

(b) The uses and benefits of Teachers'
Associations and Institutes.
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(t ) ". ittle way his learning reaches,
Who learn, no more than what he teaches."

1 The following examples transgress nt
law of grammar, but are, nevertheless, faulty
English : what changes would you suggest ?

(a) île aggravates me by his impudence.
(b) The marriage was conscmmated on the

first of April.
(c) A couple of ladies fell on the ice.
(d) The troops, though fighting bravely,

were terribly decimated. and gave way.
(e) I expect you had a pretty hard time of

it last term.
(f) The hay crop is one of the most abun-

dant we have experienced in many years.
(g) Though in solitary confinement for life,

he partook of his food with evident relish.
(4) More than a century was allowed to

transpire before the Mississippi was revisited
by civilized man.

GRAMMAR.

2. Explain the difference between gender
and sex.

3. Explain the peculiar form of plural in
the following words : children, mice, strata,
pence. Do you regard the following as singu-
lars or plurals : riches, alms, heathen, news ?
Give your reasons.

4. Examine the following extracts, and
correct any errors you may discover, stating
your reasons for any changes you deem
advisable :

(a) Let's you and I go and see the lacrosse
match.

(b) What this conjurer did was very differ-
ent, in reality, to what the spectators im-
agined.

(c) Every human being has this faculty in
common.

(d) He begun well, but misfortunes over.
whelmed him.

(e) I had just laid down for a nap when the
door bell rang.

(f) They don't like to study, and she
don't like to compel them.

(g) She sat her pitcher down upon the
ground.

(1) Every passenger must show their
ticket.

(k) He set a hen on fourteen marble eggs,
and there she still sits.

MENTAL ARITI(METIC.

i. By how much does the sum of j and
exceed ?

2, By how much does the sum of j and i
exceed A ?

3. Fnd H. C. F. of 121, 187, 165.
4 From what number can you take i of

i of 1 of itself and have J of ï ofo o of
is left ?

5. Find L. C. M. of 5, 7, 12, 30.
6. A man spent 1 of his money for clothing,

i of what was left for food, , of what still
remained for books, gave a dollar for charity,
and had $3 left. How much had he at
first ?

7. A man pays an income tax of 3ý per
cent. and has $îz6o left : find his whole
income.

8. In a certain school Î of the pupils are
in the first division, * of the remainder in the
second, and 5 more in the third than in the
second. Give the whole number of pupils.

9. A train running at the rate of 4o miles
an hour takes 45 seconds to cross a bridge i
mile long: how long is the train?

io. What number must be subtracted from

77 to make it exactly divisible by 57?

RULES FOR TEACHING.

I. WITH REGARD TO THE PUPIL.

i. TEACH naturally.

2. Regulate your teaching by the natural
grades in the development of the growing
individual.

3. Begin teaching at the standpoint of the
pupils ; guide them from there onward, steadi-
ly and thoroughly without interruption.

4. Do not teach what is in itself nothing
to the pupil when he has learned it, nor
what will be nothing to him at some future
time.

5. Teach intuitively.
6. Proceed from the near' to the remote,

from the simple to the complex, from the easy
to the difficult, from the known to the un.
known.

7. Follow in teaching the elementary
method (inductive from particular to gen-
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eral), not the family scientific method (deduc.
rive from general to particular).

S. Follow, above all, the psychological
aim, or the psychological and practical at the
saie time. Rouse the pupil through the
same topic presented from as many points
as possible. Combine, especiully, know-
leIge with ability, and exercise the know.
ledge until it is shaped by the underlying
train of thought.

9. Teach nothing but what the pupils can
comprehend.

io. Take care that the pupil retains all
that he learns.

i . Do not simply train and polish ; edu.
cation and discipline are not for this, but to
lay the general foundation on which to build
the character of the individual, the citizen,
nation.

12. Accustom the pupil to work, make it
for him not only a pleasure, but a second
nature.

13. Recognize the individuality of your
pupil.

Il.-VITH REGARD TO SUBJECT TALTGHT.

i. Apportion the matter of each subject
taught from the standpoint of the pupils, and,
as indicated above, according to the laws of
his development.

2. Dwell especially on the elements.

3. In the establishing of derived principle,
refer frequently to the fundamental ideas, and
deduce the former from the latter. -

4. Divide each step into definite steps and
little wholes.

5. Point out at each step some part of the
following, in order that the curiosity of the
pupil may he excited without being satisfied ;
proceed so that no essential interruption
shall arise.

6. Divide and arrange the subject-matter
so that, where it is practicable in each suc-
ceeding step of the new, the foregoing may
appear.

7. Connect those subjects which are
especially related.

S. Go from the thing to the sign, and not
the reverse.

9. Be guided in your selection of a method
by the nature of the subject.

ro. Arrange the subject tauglht, not ac-
cording to a special scheme, but consider
constantly all sides of it.

III.-W;TH REGARD TO OUTSIDE CIRCUM-

STANCES OF TIME, PLACE, ORDER, ETC.

i. Follow up subjects with your pupils
successivel,', rather than together.

2. Take into consideration the probable
future position in the life of your pupil.

3. Teach with reference to general culture.

IV.-WITH REGARD TO THE TEACHER.

i. Strive to make your teaching attractive
and interesting.

2. Teach with energy.

3. Make the subject to be learned palatable
to the pupils ; and require, above all, a
good utterance, sharp accent, clear state-
ment, and thoughtful arrangement.

4. D. not stand still.
5. Rejoice in development or progress;

first, for yourself ; second, for your pupils.
-N. E. Journal of Education.

THE best work the teacher does for a
child is to teach him how to learn for him-
self. The crusade against textbooks had its
inspiration in the prevalent notion that child-
ren who learned from books would never learn
for themselves ; and now we have been
taught, at great expense of experience, that
one can teach objectively, and still not train
pupils to study for themselves. We have
learned that it is in the teacher and her in-
spiring and directing power, rather than in
any theory, that the secret of such success
lies. Study this art, and your reputation is
secure. The teacher does well to remember
that the school-life is only from six to twelve
years interjected into a life that may be
threescore and ten, and the schoolroom is
not the end of existence, but merely the
means to an end, and the teacher should so
use it.

-- - - -1
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CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

RF'oR T OFi rT: lF.I'N îs'R OF E' 1lA ION
(Ontario) FOR rME VFAR 1 \83, \V lI
THtE S L'ArisTIC oF 1882. Toronto
C. Blackett Robinson, 1884.

/-ïrst Nolte.

Foi.LowING our usual custon, ve shall
but briefly notice this important blue.book,

and leave the fuli consideration of it to future

issues, as we have reason to know that the

thorough analysis of late Reports given in

TiiE MON t'ii.Y have ben of practical value,
and very acceptable to our readers.

The present volume contains: Part 1.,
Statistics of Public, Separate, and Hligh

Schools for the Year 1882; Part Il., Educa-
tion Department, 1883 ; Part Ill., University
College and School of Practical Science ;
Part IV., Technical Education, and Me-
chanics' Institutes.

We remark, in passing, that the extracts
from Reports of Public School Inspectors
are very limited, only six counties being

represented. Twenty pages are devoted to
the Reports of Messrs. McLellan, llodgson,
and White. In reading the Reports of these
gentlemen we are forced to the conclusion
that our school systei is unsatisfactory, and
the results of ail the teaching, and inspection,
and examination, discouraging. Mr. White
reports that he was unable to overtake his
work ; that a second inspector is urgently
required; that one set of books, and that the
best, is absolutely necessary ; that too often
the school houses are ensatisfactory; that the
teaciers do not understand ventilation; 'hat
little attention is paid to physical education ;
that there is wide-spread ignorance of the
Separate School Law ; that the teaching of
reading is bad ; that spelling is not a general
accomplishment ; that in arithmetic the work
is generally beyond the pupil's capacity ; that
the study of geography is often productive of
no real good ; that literature is sometimes
well taught, but cften very badly taught, and
children leave school, filled with disgust for
all masterpieces; and that teaching has in

many cases not advanced beyond the duil

routine of study and recitation.
Dr. McLellan calls " )uixotes " those that

criticize the character of the Entrance Exam-
inations, but admits that the Examination

Papers are not perfect ; offers a semi-apology

to the Public School Inspectors for his state-
ment of last year that " the work of the can-
didates is very badly put down-without
neatness and without method,' but repeats

the statement in other words. le meets the

expressed wish of the teachers that the whole
period of English listory should not be pre-

scribed for Entrance candidates, by the re-

mark that surely boys of to-day are no worse

than the boys of a generation ago.
le admits that the Examination test to

determine the teaching of literature is not

very satisfactory, but still he cannot give up

the idea of an examination, and would have

better Examination Papers.
He condemns the multiplied option scheme

as not being in harmony with the Public
School work, and advocates a return to a

judicious fixed course. He insists upon
drawing being made an obligatory and funda-
mental braich in national education. As
for music, he thinks that the Normal School
training in it has been worthless. He would
have every teacher capable of giving instruc-
tion in this art. Reading, he declares, is in
too many of the Public and High Schools
very much neglected, and he proposes some
remedies for this state of things. He pleads
for more science, and would introduce it into
ail the schools.

He condemns much of the teaching of
English grammar in vogue, and seems
inclined to give up Mason and pin his faith
to Whitney. He regrets that the Depart-
ment no longer gives substantial aid in the
establishing and maintenance of libraries in
the Public Schools. He mentions a recent
example of what an active teacher can do in
the establishing of a reference library, but he
might have found if he had been willing as
g ood an illustration y e ars ago,
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lie thinks that the Iead Masters and
Boards of Trustees are unanimous in favour
f professional training for Assistant Iigh

school Masters. le lauds the present mode
Of <istributing the high school grant, and
concludes, mirabile dictu, with the statement
that in the department of mathematics our
whools are superior to any he has seen, and
that in general standing they are inferior to
none.

Mr. Inspector lodgson, in a very brief
Report, ascribes the " failures " at the

Entrance to the bad writing of the candidates.
iIe also asserts that the teaching of reading
in the ligh Schools is very much neglected,
and that the art receives scant attention in
the Public Schools. fie finds few schools
equipped with books of reference, and favours
the preparation of a catalogue for the use of
Masters and Boards.

lie is in favour of a uniform fee of $10 per
annum for all Iligh Schools and Collegiate
Institutes. ie, too, thinks that the ligh
Schools and Collegiate Institutes are, in the
main, in a healthy condition.

RECEPTION DAY No. III, A Collection
of Fresh and Pleasing Dialogues, Recita-
tions, Declamations, and Short Pieces, for
Practical Use in Public and Private
Schools. Issued quarterly. E. T. Kel-
log & Co., Educationai Publishers, 21
Park Place, New York.

THE object of this collection is indicated
b)y the title. It is a miscellaneous collection
of dialogues, recitations, etc., some of which
are suitable for use in schools, and some, on
the other hand, highly fit to be thrown
ioto the school stove. We find. side by side
with Montgomery's " Our Country and Our
1 lome," and similar extracts of real merit, such
pieces as " Discussion of the Question, 'Do
Animals Think ?' by the Club of the Ancient
Order of Screaming Bald Eagles," the title
of which hints at the contents, found on
e\amination to be noisy, vulgar trash, varied
with slang. Books which are to be com-
ritted tu memory should be faultless in moral
tone as well as correct in literary style. We
have no doubt that the intention of tht com-
piler was good ; at the same time we cannot
unreservedly commend his taste. If he

would revise the book and omit the slang,
etc., we should be in a position to recom-
mend it heartily.

PRINCIPLES OF THE SOLUTION OF EQUA-
riONS OF THE HIGHER DEGREES, ETC.,

aErc., by Professor G. P. Young, LL.).

IN the current volume of the Arerican

17ourna/ of Mathematics there appear two
memoirs by Professor G. P. Young of Uni-
versity College, Toronto. The first and
more important of these is entitled "Prin-
ciples of the Solution of Equations of the
Hiigher )egrees, with Applications." In it
is given a complete analysis of the conditions
of the algebraic solvability of equations of de-
grees higher than the fourth. The results
obtained are, ist : That the general equation
of any degree higher than the fourth cannot
be solved algebraically ; 2nd: that the root
of a "solvable " equation,must be of a certain
assigned form ; 3rd : that there are two
classes of solvable equations. The peculiarly
technical naure of the subject forbids our en-
tering into details, but we may say at once
that Professor Young's discussion of this
famous problem is extremely clear and even
simple, when we take intoaccountthe gener-
ality and difficulty of the question. In the
course of the investigation, there is revealed
the exact nature of the flaw in Abel's " proof '
that the higher equations are not in general
solvable by radicals, a proof the validity of
which has been upheld by many able algebra-
ists and qestioned by as many others every
whit as abi, Professor 'oung finds that equa-
tious range themselves in two distinct classes;
Abel's investigation applies to only one of
these.

The second memoir bears the title " Reso-
lution of Solvable Equations of the Fifth De-
gree." It contains, ist : A statement of the
criterion of solvability of anygiven quinticor
equation of the fifth degree in one unknown;
2nd : the resolution of certain quintics which
include as particular cases al] those hitherto
known as solvable ; 3rd: a proof that if any
algebraic relation be assumed to exist among
certain "auxiliary" expressions the corres-
ponding quintic can be solved algebraically.
In the research for the criterion of solvability,
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it is assumed from the " Principles " that if a

quintic be solvable algebraically, its roots
must necessarily have a certain form exhibited
in that memoir. It is then shown that such
being the case, any given quititic will be solv-
able or not according as a certain rational in-
tegral polynomial has or has not a rational
linear factor.

These two papers bear the impress of ori-
ginality and independence of thought, and
show that the author can grasp a subject in
its widest generality, and at the same time
observe the strictest accuracy in the minutest
details; a combination far more rare than is
generally imagined. One cannot rise from
reading then without a feeling of regret that
Professor Young has not devoted his powers
wholly to Mathematics.--J. C. GLASHAN.

LATIN GRAMMAR AND JUNIOR SCHOLAR-
sHIP PAPERs, by the Rev. J. Il. Ra-en,
M.A., Ilead Master of the Fauconberge
School, Beccles, Suffolk. Rivingtons:
London, 1883. pp. 122.

THIs little book consists of 115 papers,
most of which the author ihinks may be
done and revised viva voce in three quarters
of an hour. There are also three appendices:
I. Rome ; Il. Literature ; III. Mythology.
By arbitrary signs the easy question; are dis-
tinguished, and thus the teacher may in a
short time prepare papers of every degree of
difficulty for his class. Many of the questions
are new and provocative of close thought.
We hope to be able 4o give some specimen
papers from this book in our next issue.
Meantime we recommend it as an exceed-
ingly useful companion to the Latin Gram.
mar.

THE PRIMER OF POLITENESS: A Help to
School and Home Government, by Alex.
M. Gow, A.M. Philadelphia : J. B. Lip.
pincott & Co.

THE preface of this eminently attractive
and suggestive book is briefly this:

" He is best taught who has learned the
secret of self-control."

He is best governed who is sel f-governed."
"Other things being equal, that school is

the best where the government is the result
of moral and not of physical force."

In the illustration and exposition of these
propositions the author endeavours to enforce
lessons which must be taught, if taught at
all, to the majority of school children. Iis
method is to relate a story, often a very good
story, bearing upon a virtue or a vice, to
have the children repeat the stdry in their
own words, and then by questions find out
the meaning and power of the illustration.
The whole ground of school morais is covered
and the lessons are taught with such sim-
plicity, point and directness that we should
think the school fortunate in which the book
is used. The teacher who wishes to he
helped in his ethical instruction should not
fail to get a copy. lie will serve his purpose
best by writing direct to the publishers.

A SYNTAX OF ATTIC GREKx, by E. E.
Thompson, M.A., Assistant Master at
Marlborough College. pp. 443. Riving-
tons; 1883.

IN this new Greek Syntax we have the
attempt to treat the subject on the analytical
method, i.e., by sentences, simple and com-
pound, as is done in Dr. Kennedy's excellent
Latin Grammars. The book is the outcome
of Mr. Thompson's careful reading and col-
lecting of examples for class use. Hie has
not traversed the ground covered by Monro's
Homeric Grammar, but has confined himself
to Attic Greek. He has throughout the
book followed, but not rigidly, the logical
method, because teachers and boys are fami-
liar with it in learning Latin. It is practically
divided into: i. An Elementary Syntax ;
Il. An Advanced Syntax; and special pains
have been taken in the type, headings and
references to distinguish the matter.

The work is admirable in many ways, and
for fullness and perspicuity, leaves nothing to
be desired. It embodies the latest researches
of the best Greek scholars, and though not
so brilliant as Farrar, nor so profound as
Goodwin, it will probably soon supplant
both of them. We commend it to the notice
of classical masters,
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EI>ITORIAI, NOTES.

OtR excellent contemporary, Queen's Col-
hy fournal, is mistaken in supposing wre
felt an apology due to our readers for the
reproduction of Principal Grant's speecli on
the University Question. We may not rgTee
always with the learned Principal, but we are
always glad to see him in THE MONTH1LY.
Thracm est, etc.

DR. GOLDWIN SMITH ON THE
VALUE OF THE ANCIENT

CLASSICS.
AT the recent convocation, University

College, Dr. Goldwin Smith, in presenting
the prizes to the successful students in
classics, said it was particularly interesting to
an old student of classics to present the
classical prizes, and still more interesting was
it not only to him, but to all those assembled
to witness and applaud the first step in what
they hoped would be a bright and prosperous
career. The winners, and those who had
competed with them, were already in pos-
session of what was best-the exercise of
mind and the knowledge acquired in the
struggle. They were then receiving the
prires which were the fruits and certificates
of their exertions. He, as one concerned in
the honour of classical education, hoped that
they would bring back to the college in
abundant measure, by their success in life,
the honour which it now conferred on them.
He hoped that tbey might, like many states-
men, and other great men of action, prove to
the world that the study of classical litera-
ture, which, after all, is the best manual of
humanity, is Lu, a bad preparation for the
struggles of practical life.

THE READER QUESTION.

THE interminable Reader Question is still
unsettled. Various plans all pointing to one
series have, we understand, been proposed
but have been almost immediately abandoned,
owing fo the difficulty of harmonizing the
conflicting interests of the publishers. Every.

thing points, however, to a composite series ;
but how, or in what shape that wilt be
ultimately accomplished has not yet been
made public. The Premier of the Province
has stated in his place in the Ilouse that the
Government is determined to have but one
series if practicable; and we may, therefore,
confidently look for some solution to the
difliculty that now not only embarrasses the
Cabinet but paralyses the book trade. The
matter demands a speedy settlement, not
only in the interest of the schools, and of the
publishers who have embarked their capital
in preparing the books, but of the public
who naturally crave a release from harassing
rivalries that have turved board-rooms into
cock-pits. Meantime we commend to the
notice of the authorities the views of Mr.
Inspector Smith upon the Reader Question,
as presented in his admirable paper, our
leading article.

THE HIGH SCHOOL INTER-
MEDIATE.

SINCE the death of the educational Chang,
Payment by Results, the health of his brother
monster Eng, the Intermediate, has been
most precarious. There is little vitality
in the Intermediate now, and an attack of
syncope may any time terminate the career
of these Siamese twins of our Provincial sys-
ten of education. The raree-show is of neces-
sity about over, though the promoters of it
insist upon going on with the performance.
The public, however, are a-weary and refuse to
have their flagging attention aroused, and are
quite ready to avow that the rontemplation of
even theoretical monstrosities is not whole.
some or satisfactory. The educational world is
ready for the return of the natural, the simple,
and the useful. And the public ought to be
gratified with a change ofscene. The public
has been more than kind to the manage-
ment of the Provincial educational stage.
It has paid in full for the entertainment,
for the bill-stickers, the orchestra, the
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big drum. the property men, the scene shift-
ers, the supers, the sul>s, the programmes, the
manuals, the hand-books, the ushers, the
dgzueurs, and now when the lttle theoretical
monsters that have so long compelled our at-
tention aie dead or dying il is time to remove
them from the stage. The carcasses ofdead
theories offend the mental eyeand poison the
intellectual atmosphere. The Educational
I[ealth Inspector should now interfere and
have this nuisance removed. Perhaps il
would be well to renovate the premises before
the next season begins.

MR. MATTIIEW ARNOLD.

TuE visit to Toronto of Mir. Matthew Ar-
nold, widely known to teachers as the son of
Dr. Arnold, of Rugby, and as one of lier Mia-
jesty's Inspectors of Schools, the author, too,
of "Iligher Schools and Universities in Ger.
many," " On Translating Homer," ' Esigys
in Criticism," and other educational works,
and to the general public as a poet and phil-
osopher'gifted with a singularly acute and
powerful mind which expresses itself in a
beautiful style, is an educational and literary
event of some importance. Although Mr.
Arnold has, it is said, paid but little attention
to school matters in his visit to America, and
in Boston even declined a reception from the
profession, yet it would not be wise to con.
clude that he takes no interest in the educa.
tional roblem being worked out upon this
continent. Indeed, we suspect from a very
pungent essay of his two years ago, that his
mind is quite made up upon the meaning and
value of American common school education.
He is not visiting America as a school in-
spector, but rather as a philosopher and
observer of men and manners, and we shall
not seek to blame him for his seeming neglect
of a profession that for so many years has
given him employment and called forth some
of his best work.

It is of much more importance to observe
that Mr. Arnold looks at education from an
ethical and not commercial point of view, and
the best education, in his opinion, is to know
best what bas best been said and thought in the

world. lie has no iluarrel with science fot

what it is worth, but, in his opinion, it.has no

power to relate its results to what he callç
the instinct for conduct and beauty, for social
life and manliness. lie thinks a little of
mathematict goes, and should go, a long way
for the majority of mankind, and finds in
literature, and especially in Greek, that
which refreshes and delights, fortifies and
elevates, quickens and suggests, that which
will make a man live more, and that which
satisfies the instinct for conduct and beauty.

In the controversy as to the merits of
literature and science as educative instru-
ments, we need not too ardently espouse the
cause of either Arnold or Huxley There is
room for both, but in this intensely material
age, il is weil for those who have the direc.
tion of educational affairs to examine closely
the trend of special lines of study. The
visit of Mr. Arnold to America will direct
the attention of educators to principles,
methods and objects. If he is a prophet
crying in the wilderness, let us heed his
voice.

ART EDUCATION IN ONTARIO.

THE visitor to the Normal School build.
ings, Toronto, if he be at all familiar with
the place, will observe many changes that
have recertly been effected there. The De-
pository once so familiar to trustees and
teachers in search of school outfits and prize.
books, is shrunken to a mere book-stall for
si'pplying the wants of the Normal and Model
School students, and Art school-rooms, a
library and a reading-room have taken its
place. On any ordinary day may be seen
large classes under enthusiastic and compet.
ent instructors, drawing from models or
modelling in clay. The easel has taken the
place of the book-shelf, and the plastic clay of
the fossil. The intention of the authorities
is not only to afford facilities for art students,
but also to supply an efficient corps of instruc-
tors in drawing throughout the Province. A
recent conversazione gave lite public an op-
portunity to see that much substantial pro-
gress has been made and that the outlook for
art education is most promising. In due
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time the present scascity of teachers coin-
pieent to teach the rudiments of ait educa-
tio will be no longer felt. But only a
i."ginning has been made, and years must
CIpse before the entire work of teaching the
r:îliments can be safely left to the public
,rîhools. The average pupil is ton unwilling
to suidy first principles, is so eager to draw
.mething or paint something that he i% in
langer ofbeing utterly spoiled for any really
icritorous workmanship. Hence the Art
School has at present to start at the beginning
an< eradicate bad methods; and the progress
n this work of unteaching must necessarily

very slow. What is wanted is a large
number of students willing to spend much
rime in hard study and thorough devotion to
thicir task. A mere smattering will do little
good.

l'he influence of the Provincial Art School
is already bearing good fruit. The Board
of Education, Toronto, has engaged the ser-
vices of Mr. O'Brien, the President of the
Royal Canadian Acaderny, to superintend
the art education of the city schools. This
i a very decided step in advance and will

insure no small amount of good material for
the Provincial Art School.

The schools that for years throughout the
Province have been endeavouring to pay
,,)me attention to the æsthetic side of educa-
tion will feel encouraged to make fresh efforts
n this direction. An escape from a rigid

programme of practical subjects and a release
from the tyranny of examinations would afford
welcome opportunity to many to lead their pu-
Inis into the inviting fields of Art. A caveat,
however, must be uttered against anything
lut rigid elementary training. Pupils, if
they are ever to produce anything of per-
marient value, must be made to fCel that "art
i, long," and that there is no genius half so
powerful as labour. The memories of a
Provincial exhibition, or the recollections of
a County fair, should be to all teachers both
a warning and stimulus.

THE PRESS AND THE PROFESSION.

IT is our duty from day to day to glance
through the columns of the newspapers for

items of interest on elucational topics, but
we regret to tale that the search is often
fruitless. There are occasionally to be found
in some of the better sort, fragmentary bitsof
news, scrappy reporte of board meetings, a
few " personals." and, not unfrequently, a
sly thrust at the inspector or the teacher for
some imagined delinquency. A few news-
papers apparently with no object but to give
annoyance to the teacher, who probably
differs in politics from the editor, persistently
find fault with the management of the school
and hy innuendo imply that Mr. A. or Miss
B. is not giving entire satisfaction, that he is
looking out for more salary elsewhere, that
she is late for school again, that the Inspec-
tot did not prescrit his report, that he loes not
make his promotions, that the school tax is
outrageously high, that the high school costs
too much, that people who want higher educa-
lion should pay for it, that the whole systen
is wrong and is herding boys into the profes-
sions and weaning them from the farm and the
workshop, and many such things that serve
to keep up irritation and impede progress.
Nu sensible teacher, it may be remarked in
passing, will object to fair criticisin of his
acts, or will be ungrateful for good advice
however much he may have reason to object
to the method of giving it. But the profes-
sion has some reason to complain that the
criticism is often petty, unwholesome and su-
perficial. It has, however, much more reason
to complain that the press, as a whole, in this
Province, pays but little attention to school
matters. Apart from reports o meetings and
"school news " there is scarcely avi attempt
to deal with the probleras of education or to
put the public in possession of the most im-
portant facts respecting it, or to awaken
interest in the best school methods. The
daily press, it is tirue, occasionally gives
a hall a column of news, but the subject
is treated as a class subject, and of no
special importance, a mere bit of padding
that may be crowded out when the annual
parliamentary talking-match begins. The
papers teen with occurences, full details
of calamities, tales of murder, lust and
rapine. A horse race, a prize fight, or



a cocking.matn. will have a special cor.
respondent ; a nigger.minstrel, a ballet.
dancer, or a champion skatet will lie
g'raceîl with the applause nf a regular con-
tributor. The amours of rsme tascally old
îuflaan will be chronicled with lisgusting
minutenetc, the hardships of tarnum's Jumbo,
or the colousr of his ' sarrd " elephant wll
monopoli7e the wire for dlays, while the never-
ceaing jargontin o(f poltical strife goes on.
Every stripling in the land is well informed by
the party organ as to the meritsof The National
Policy. Free Trade, the ltoundary Award,
and the Algoma outrage, white the memorial
to l>r. Ryerson goes a-begging, and the
shrewdest politician would be stunibled to ex.
plain the Quincey system, or to give three
coherent facts respecting lestalozzi or Frobel.
It will of course be urged that newspapers
must lie made interesting, that they are made
primarily as razors, to sell, and must cater to
the tastes of their readers. We would venture
to remind oureditorial brethren that ed.aca-

tional topics are not rr se uninterestmg to the
grneral publie, that the Pchool is esse.ntial to
the 'tate and that, therefore, whatever im
proves the school benefits the commonwealt h
A great deal leus of party politics and pet
sonal feuds, less of the annals of crime, les<
of so-called sport, and more of educatior and
child.training, retinement and culture, wouh'
help the wolk of tcachers and move Ihr
public to a consideration of educational
methodis and principles. The editor i the
daily paper instead of catering to the tastes of
his teaders should assist the school master in
coîrecting them, should keep the subject of
education constantly before the public and
should give it at least equal prominence with
horse-racing. prize-fighting and clog-lancing.
If the tastc tor educational matters doeî not
exist it is the business of the newspapers we
submit to create and foster it. The poorest
school teacher is of much more value than
the best jackey, and the meanest school.
room than the gaudiest thcatre.

ElDUCATIONAL INTEl-IGENCE.

SiRAiFORD iligh School, under its new
1 lead Master Mr. McBride, is aspiring to be
made a Collegiate Institute.

Two ladies-Miss J. Jarvis and Miss I..
Baldwin-passed the Civil S.rvice examina-
tions at Toronto successfully.

O accouint of the growth of the lligh
School, the Board of Education, Orangeville,
is preparing to build a new school house.

TiuE East Bruce Teachers' Association
will hold its annual meeting at Chesley on
the 22nd and 23rd inst.

INsi-< ro McFaul, of St. Catherines,
has resigned his position to accept a more
lucrative one of another nature in Toronto.

TH1F. lon. the Minister of Education, has
oùfred a gold medal for competition among
the teachers in training at the Normal School.

Tia r.ext meeting of the East Middlesex
reachers' Association will be held in London

on Friday, Feb. 29 and Saturday, March i.
LASI month the city of London Board of

Education received over 50 applications for
a $6oo situation. Mr. 'T'. Stecle was ap-
pointed.

TiF Alma College for Young Ladies at
St Thomas lias afiliated for the purpose of
examination with the Ontario School of Art,
Education Department.

MR. D. M. MALLocK, who succeeded Mr.
Dewar, as Inspector of North Huron, has
also been app.>inted in his place as Inspectur
of the Town of Clinton.

MR. L. FLECKFNSTEIN, late teacher at
Nilestown, having resolved upon attending
the Toronto Normal School for a session,was
hospitably entertained by his friends before
leaving.

Or the nineteen students in training las-
session in the County Model School at
MIadoc, Hastings County, only one faited,
not nine as, owing to a clerical error, we
stated in our Jaruary number.

MR. R. H. WHALE, who was drawing.
master in the Brantford Collegiate Institute,
has been appointed by the Minister of Edu-
cation to a similar position in the Normal
and Model Schools of Ottawa.

THE attendance at Strathroy High School
has increased so much that a fifth teacher has
become necessary, at least temporarily. C.

Thet Giaeda Educatinal1Monthir.
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ll. aldrn, .A, of Victoria Minn.. haç
cen appointed to the positior. for the rest of

thrs half year.
Tr ichool hoard. L.indsay, after examin-

ing a number of applications appointed Miss
Ros eo the position nf junior teacher in the
rast ward achool. Mis% Rose has had exieri-
ence er some years. No applications were
recrived from parties living in the county.

Ir is understood that Inspector Miller, of
unuth Iluron. contemplates resigning his

position before very long to enter the legal
profession. As a preliminary step we see
that he has applied to the Ontario 1 .egislature
for an Act to admit him as an Attorney with-
iut serving the usual term in an office.

Mv.AFORî and Essex Centre are discuss-
ing the peropriety of applying for the estah-
iîhment of H[igh Schools. We trust that if
the Minister decides to establish any more
he will not forget to increass the total amount
of the ligh School grant correspondingly.

AT the banquet of the Provincial Univer-
-.uy,Toronto, 'riday evening, February x5th,
Mr. Principal MacMurchy, Toronto Col-
legiate Institute, and Mr. Principal Miller.
Si. Thomas Collegiate Institute, respon'led
to the toast : " The Collegiate Institutes and
the High Schools." Mr. Principal seath,
St. Catharines, who was also expected to
reply was unavoidably absent.

MR. MCCORMACK, Orangeville, has re-
signed the head mastership of the Public
Schools and gone into business. Mr. Denton
tlid assistant in the Public School has been
appointed to a position in the Preparatory
Form. Cobourg Collegiate Institute Mr.
McCormick's place is taken by Mr. McCardle
formerly of the Ottawa Model School, and
Mr. Denton's place by Mr. Ferguson of
Chatsworth.

By a decision of the Council of the On-
tario School of Art, twelve scholarships will
he granted annually to pupils of the Public
Schools of Ontario, and six to those of the
lligh Schools and Collegiate Institutes.
These scholarships will entitle the holders to
free tuition for three years in the Ontario Art
School. The successful candidates will b-
determined by the results of an examination
to be prescribed by the Council of the
College.

TuE change of policy in the Reader ques-
tion has virtually stopped the sale of both
Gage's and Campbell's series, and in conse-
quence has thrown a large number of can-
vassing agents out of employment. Most of
those who had been teachers are returning to
their profession. Amongst others we notice
that ex-Inspector Moran has accepted an as-
sistant mastership in Stratford High School,
and Mr. T. R. Walmsley has taken a school
in Arran Township, County of Bruce.

FRom present appearances it would seem
that the plan adopted by the Couicil of the
Agriculture and Arts Association. Ontario.
for inducing yrung men engsgerd in farming
pursuits ta engage in a course of agricultural
study has been eminently successful The
secretary has been fairly deluged with letters
of inquiry on the subject. and already several
entries have been made for the examinations
to take place next July.

EriUCATIOSAI IRisLt-ATioN.--The legis.
lative Committee of the Ontario Teachers'
Association had a conference with the
Minicter of Education on the tsth uIt.
The following members of the committee
were present:--Messrs. James L. lughes
chairman Wm. Carlyle and Wm. Mclntosh.
in'pectors Il. B. Spotton, M.A., L. E.
Embro. M.A., and A. McMurchy. M.A.,
lligh School masters, and S. McAllister and
R. W. I)oan, Public School masters. Among
the questions discussei were:-r. lmprove-
ment in niodel achools. 2. Third-class
teachers' certi6cates and permit'. 3. Re-
muneration of examiners at Iligh school
entrance examinations. 4. Propriety of
H<igh school masters presiding at Iligh school
examinations. 5. Propriety of the same
examiners preparing the papers on the same
subject for al the departmental examinations
during the current year. 6. Public school
inspectors' certificates. 7. Success in teach.
ing, an element in awarding the grade of
certificates. 8. A kr.owledge of science im-
perative in case of second-class certificates.
9. Fees for candidates at Public school
teachers' examinations. to. Increased effici.
ency in training of Normal schools. i r. New
programme, 1882. 12. Teachers' associ-
ations. 13. One year's notice to be given of
changes in the school programme. 14.
High school fees. i5. English history text-
books. 16. Bible-reading in schools, 17.
One series of readers. i8. Suggestions
regarding entrance examinaticns. 19. Pro-
fessional training for High School teachers.
20. Superannuation of teachers. 2t. The
advisability of abolishing the intermediate
examination. 22. The propriety of conduct-
ing third-class examinatns by County
Boards, as formerly, and fees of examinera
in case theold plan i% adopted. 23. Should
candidates be allowed to write for second.
class certificates without previously obtaining
third-class certificates ? 24. Relative value
of subject at second-class examinations.
With regard to Bible-reading in schools and
21, 22, and 23 of the questions discussed,
the Minister expressed his intention of taking
immediate action. As to the Bible-reading
it is proposed that passages be selected, one
for each day in the year, and that a circular
containing these be sent to each teacher in
the province.



Publishers' Miscellany and Editor's Table.

TO OUR READERS.

1. Matters connected with the literary manage-
ment of THE MONTHLY should be addressed to The
Editor, P. O. Box 2675. Subscriptions and com-
munications of a business nature should go to The
Treasurer, Mr. Samuel McAllist'r, 59 Maitland
Street, Toronto.

2. The Magazine will be published not later than the
aoth of each month. Subscribers desiring a change
in their address will please send both the old and the
new address to Mr. McAllister not later than the 15ch
of the month. Subscribers failing to receive the
magazine after the 25th of each month, should com-
municate at once with him.

3. The Editor will be glad to receive school and
college news, notices of meetings, and concise ac-
counts of conventions.

4. Correspondence on ail questions relating to
education is solicited. No notice wili be taken of
anonymous communications.

5. Subscription, $s.5o per annum, post paid. Club
rates-Five copies per year at $1.25 each ; ten
copies at $r ; twenty copies at 85 cents, net, post
paid. Send money by registered letter or P.O. order.
Be careful as to the address. Letters intended for us
sometimes go elsewhere, and are not recovered with-
out delay and annoyance.

6. For bound volumes of previoui years, apply to
Mr. McAllister, enclosing stamp for ieply.

7. Circulars respecting TE MONTHLY may be had
on application to the Pubiishers.

8. THE MONTHLY is sent to ail subscribers until
ordered to be discontinued. The law respecting
newspapers applies to THE MONTHLY, and our sub-
scribers will confer a favour by remembering that
the law provides that a notice of discontinuance must
be given to the publishers and that ail arrears must
be paid before the liability of the subscriber is dis-
charged.

GET the New Webster Unabridged, if you want a
good dictionary.

Choice Literature ($r.oo a year: Jno. B. Alden,
New York,] is a wonderfully cheap and surprisingly
good monthly magazine. One thousand pages of the
cream of serial literature for One Dollar is a marvel.

The Critic and Good Literature, lately amalga-
mated under the joint title, retaining the principal
features of both publications. The combination is
attractive and valuable to the reading teacher. See
our new club rates.

The Musical Visitor [$s.5o a year: Jno. Church
& Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,] is an interesting and valu-
able Monthly, containing news, editorials, corres-
pondence, gossip, and original music. It is now in
its thirteenth volume.

MEsss. RAND, AVERY & Co., the well known
Publishers of Boston, are about to issue a thrilling
tale on Mormonism, a question replete with interest.
They hope to rouse the nation to action as in the old
days when they pulkished Uncle Tom's Cabin.

WE are obliged to hold over a somewhat lengthy
notice of Messrs. Harpers' Periodicals. Meantime,
we may say that The Magazine, The Weekly, The
Bazar, and Young People are at1uost without rivais
in the whole round of lterature. bome one of them
ai least should find entrance into every Canadian
family. The Magazine and Bazar have alway s
something interestmng to the teacher and his home.

JusT as we go to press, a little book, " The Ad-
ventures of No. 7 "[price 25 cents] reaches us. It is
a Canadian school story and touches upon such
ticklish questions as Religious Instruuction in Public
Schools, " Recommends " and Bogus Certificates.
It is, we set from a hasty glance, a ciever, pungent,
and entertaining book. If we are not mistaken, it
will produce a sensation. For sale at Ye Olde Booke
Shoppe, 353 Yonge St.

THE everdelightful A tlantic Monthly [Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., Boston: $4.oo a year,] is to hand for
February and contains many valuable pipers. In
addition to four serials, contributions of flst-rate
merit, the articles " Voices of Power " and " Remin-
iscences of Christ's Hospital " may be mentioned as
very good reading. The Atlantic is always strong
in literary criticism. The Contributors' Club and
the Book of the Month furnish piquant sauce to the
viands.

Wx have to thank a large number of our friends
for their promptness in remitting their subscriptions.
January has been our best month in this respect in
the whole history of the magazine. Some, however,
are still indebted to us for one, two, or even three
years, and we would kindly urge them not to delay
l:mger in supplying the means to make THE MONTHLY
more acceptable and useful to them Our friends
will help us also in inducing others to become sub-
scribers. We have no gift books, prize packaees,
watches, or chromos to offer. W e think TH
MoNTHLY is worth its subscription to any teacher
deserving the name,whether he agrees with ail we have
to say or not. THE MONTHLY is oar excellence the
teacher's friend.

Li'pincott's Magazine, for January, seems fairly
to reach the high-water mark of the best American
monthlies. The number opens with a description of
the new Civic Buildings of Philadelphia illustrated
in a profuse and artistic manner, and is at the same
time not too technical to be interesting " Notes on
Conversation with Emerson " gathers up a few more
interesting facts from a rather well-gleaned field.
" Undergraduate life at Oxford " is a short racy
paper on life at the great English home of the
" Classics," and is sure to be read with approval.
An account of the coronation of the King of Hawaii
is extremely amusing and readable. The fiction of
the number is rather above the average, and the
short stories are especially good.

FoR the information of our readers we mention a
few new books and new editions likely to be helpful
to them in their work. Blackie & Sons, London,
advertise Deschanel's Natural Philosophy. 6th edi-
tion, 1883, or four parts, separately, 4s. 6d. each;
Praxis Primaria, 5 th edition, 2s.: Ogilvie's Stu-
dents' Engi«sh Dictionary, 7s. 6d.; A Synofsis of
English History; or Ristorical Note Book, by
Wills. 2s.; J. Griffin & Co., Portsmouth: An Ex-
planatory Arithmetic, by Principal Bickernell, 3s,;
lîbister, London: Object Lessons, by Geo. Ricks,
Inspector of the School Board, of London; Griffith
& Farran, London : Preparationfor Science Teach-
ing, 1s. 6d. ; Cassell & Lo., Lor.don : Morley's
English Literature, qth cd., 7r. 6d. ; Brewer's Dic-
tionary oj Phrase and Fable, 14 th cd., 3s. 6d.;
Clarendon Press, London: Xeno/hon's Selections
(for schools), by Philîpotts, 3s. 6d. ; Chas. Griffin &
Co., Strand, London: Cruttwell's History of Roman
Literature, 3rd ed., 8s. 6d.; The Student's Me-
chanics, by W. R. Browne, Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge, 4s. 6d.; Crosby, Lockwood & Co.: De
Fiva's French Grammar, 4 6th ed., with an appendix
on the History and Etymology of the French lan-
guage ; T/he Civil Service Coach, 2s. 6d; l he Precis
Book, or Lessons in Accuracy of Statement and
Preciseness of Exoression, by W. C. Monkhouse,
2nd ed., 2S. 6d.-Key, 2s. 6d. ; also The Civil Service
Enelish Grammar, do. C/hronology of History. Art,
and Literature, 3s. 6d.-do. Orthography, new cd ,
is. 6d.: Sullivan Bros., Dublin ; Geograb/ty General-
ised, 65th cd., revised, 1883, 2s.; Simpkin, Marihall
& Co.: Sione's Hannibalian, or Second Punic War,
from Livy, 3s. ; A. Johnston, London: MentalArith-
metic Cards (seven standards). per packet, s. We
shal conclude for the present with a mention of
Skeat's English/ Dictionary, already reviewed in
THE MONTH LY, the ClassicalDictionaries published
by Murray, London, and the new Encycloja.dic
Dictionary, Of Cassell & Co., sst vol., " a work for
the school-room table, or of reference fcr the geLeral
reader alike, unique, its well.executed illustrations
adding much to its value."


